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-!BB BURNING VELOCITIES" OF 
EDROCARBON - AIR · MIXTURES 
by . Arthur Robert DiNicolantonio 
. .. 
ill. 
The object of the experimen;ts was to determine the 
b~in:g velocities of Propane-air miXtures and N-Butane-
air mixtures by the burner method and variations of the 
tube method~ \\ 
,'~ 
--•. 
Six variations.: of the tube method were UEfed. Spatial 
velocities were measured with the tubes in a vertical 
' position and upward flame propagation. All the variations.· 
used tubes of 44 inches in length. Variation I, utilized 







, t a 2. 42 cm Io D a tube wi ·t;h the ignition end of the tube 
open, and the upstream end closed. Variation Il \Vas simi-
., lar to variation I, except an orifice was fitted in the 
ignition end or the flame tube. Variation III, was similar 
to variation I except a 3.4 cm I.D. tube v,as t1tilized. 
Variatlon IV used the 3.4 cm I.D. tube with an orifice in 
. ' 
the ig;rri tio11 end a11d tl1e upstream end closed, Variation V 
used the 3oi1- cm I.D. tube with an orifice in the igi1itiou 
end a11.d · orifice in the upstream end of the tube. Vai"ia~ ~} 
tion VI utilized the 2o42 cm IoDo tube with an orifice in 
the ignition end and a cap ;Composed 01· a one inch thic~-
riess of steel wool at the upstream end of the name tur. 
.. 





















. The. author observed that flame propagation. ~as. not 
. . 
.uniform throughout the entire length of the tube but, only 
over a small portion for all variations of the tube method 
except variation VIo In variation Vl, the. flame propagated 
unif ormi~- throughou-'G ·the entire length of_. the tube, and 
no celluar structure of the flame front was·. observed at 
· any point in ~he flame tube. 
In·the burner method, burning velocities were obtained 
by using the total schlieren cone area. 
The values of burning velocity obtained by the burn.-
. er method were higher than those obtained by all variations 
of the tube method except variation VI. The burning velo-
cities obtained in variation VI ag;reed excellently with 
-
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·The speed with which th~ combustion process occurs~ 
influenoes the efficiency with which the heat released 
~in combustion can be used. 
Before commencing the topic of methods of measur-
ing buxning rates it is necessary to ctefine some terms. 
The spatial velocity of a rlame is the velocity with 
which the flame moves through space. This velocity 
may be readily measttred btrt it is not a fundamental 
property of·.;the fuel, since it will depend to a large 
extent on the type and.shape of the vessel in which the 
combustion process occurs. The spatial veloci·ty is a 
. ' ~ 
vector sum of the unburned gas velocity ana the trans-
formation velocity. The transformation velocity is the 
speed relative to the unburned gases with which the 11ame 
front moves from the burned to the unburned gases. It 
is measured in a direction normal to the surf·ace 01· the 
flame· front. Beoau~e of the expansion of heated gases 
in~. the vioini ty of' the flame, there occurs a movement of 
gjses in that region which displaces the flame front. 
' 
The velocity of .Jcl1e unburned gases approaching the burn-·'.-
ing zone is called the gas velocity. Therefore, if there 
. - ,. ..... 
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w,re no mass fa.,9w of the_ heated gase~,_ then the trans-
.. ,. 
formation velocity v1ottld be the actual rate of advance 
of the flame into the unburned gas. . 
,,, 
The terminology, statignary name, refe;rs to flames 
in which the flame front is fixed in space a11d the un-, 
burned mixture travels towards the burning area. ·, This 
is the type 0£ flame which occurs in a bunsen burner. 
A propagating flame is one in v1hich the flame fr~t moves 
through the unburned gas. '..Chis process of slow co~bus-
tion is ref erred to as a de:flagra tion v;ave. 
~he burning;velocity or the transformation velocity 
defined as the linear velocity of the flame front normal 
to itself, relative to the u_nburnt gas co11sumed per unit 
time divided by the area of the flame front in which 
that volume is consumed. The problem ~hen is to deter-
mine a suitable area for the flame fr·ont. This can be 
done easily in the case of an infinite plane flame front. 
because the area is not dependent on how the flame surface 
is defined, that is, on the particular surface selected • 
However, this is not the case for a spherical or conical 
; flame front. No definition of tl1e flame surface to date 
has been found that is free· from all poss:l.ble objections .• 
.. 
The essential -difficulties are that in the cas~ of a 
spherical flame front there is no pro,·ticular distance 
from the center of combustion whe·re the linear velocity 
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<' 
of the gas is constant arid the· fact that the temperature 
varies continuously from the center of combustion to 
the flame front so tl:1at no surfa ..ce can b.e considered to 
have a significance greater than any other. In the case ., 
of a conical flame front, there is no surface where the 
burning velocity has a constant value over the entire 
surface. 
The problem of· determining a suitable area brings· 
us.to the position of determining the structure of 
laminar flames in general. Simplified models suggest 
that the combustible \vave absorbs heat tmtil the gas 
temperature has risen sufficiently for the chemical re-
action of combustion to become rapid. At that tempera-
,_ 
ture the mixture liberates heat at a faster rate than it 
absorbs heat from the burned gas. Much experimental 
work has been concerned with the location of the region 
known as the reaction zone, that is the region where 
chemical reaction becomes rapid. Early workers consid-
-ered this zone to be a surface represented by the lumi-
nous zone of the flame. They also presumed that the 
thickness of the luminous zone represented the distance 
between the initiation of combustion and its completion • 
. While the luminous zone may be part of the total reac-
f n • 
~ l ' I tion zone, it is r·easonable ·tha t the st~t of the com-
... ·-
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_O,o~s not necessarily coincide with the occurrence of 
' . .., 
luminosity. Lewis and Von Elbe l45) have shown that 
the gas flow lines bend prior to the luminous zone in-
dicating that thermal expansion begins ahead of the 
luminous zone, thus, the heat transfer processes begin:·. 
prior to the occurrence of luminosity. 
,- Scl1lieren photographs of a Bunsen flame by Van de 
Foll and V/esterdi jk ( 64), established that a region 
exists between the luminous zone and the unburned gas in 
which tl1e gas density changes rapidly due to a rapid 
change in the temperature of the gas. As a result of 
many experiments at atmospheric pressure which point out 
that the Schlieren edge marks an initial temperature 
' 
rise in the combustion wave, the Schlieren edge is ·- con-
sidered to be the most satisfactory for burning velocity 
studies and is con·sidered as the start of the reaction 
zone. This boundary marks.a temperature in the region 
of abou·t 200-3uo° C a11d is follov1ec"\ by a rapid rise iri 
temperatureo The luminous zone marks the region where 
/, 1 
the final flarne ·ten1pera.;Gure is reached and the distance 
between the .schlieren and luminous zones may be consider-
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II. MEASUREMENT OF BURNING VELOCITUS 
Tube Method 
E~ly flame research was carried out in gl1sa tubes 
. ' 
who,se lengths were greater than their d~iameter. Mallard 
y 
and Le Cl1a.,telier reportea4 resttl. ts o.±· flame studies as 
ea.Ely as 1883. Coward and Hartwell \8) used the follow-
ing me~hod. 1he gas mixture to be studied was contained 
in a long tube. one end of the tube v1as open while the 
other end was closed. The gas mixture was ignited near 
the open end and the flame propagated towards the closed 
end. They found that the movement of the flame front 
was uniform. ~hey measured the spatial velocity and. 
took snapshots of the flame front from which they calcu-
lated its area by matching i·t ~to a portion 01· ellipsoid 
whose plane of symmei;ry 1s 1n the vertical plane through ~ 
the axis of th·e tube and whose main axis is inclined over 
the horizontal. ~y using Guoy's \32) concept of bu:rning 
veloci ~ty ba .. secl on the vol11me of the nlixture burned per 
second qivided by tl1e i~lame surface area, they found that· 
for a given mixture under a variety of conditions of tube 
size and direction of propagation the calculated burning 
velocity was constant. ! 
According to the method of coward and -Hartwell, the 
• 
1 
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j. 
, that .;It was equal to that of a semi-ellipsoid, the axes of 
Which were equal to (1) a line joining the points where. 
I 
the flame tottched the top and bottom of the tube, ( 2) 
twice the perpendicular distance between that line and ' .... -
the point most remote from it on the photograph of the 
flame front1and (3) the diameter of the tube. 
The area was calculated by the following formula 
-
which was deriyed.from the integral form given by 
Jellette (Williamson, "Integral Calculus," 18911 p. 283) 1 · 
'··· 
Where a, b, .and c are the semi-axes with, a,. b > c 
e cJ/vD e / are the eccen-
tricities of the ellipses in the plane·o:f the axes a & o, 
• 
b & c, respectively. The values of E'( kJ<t>) 4- F(K <:p) . 
the elliptic functions of the second and first kind res-
p~otively, cap be obtained from math'tables. 
' 
Coward and Payman ( 9) related ·the fundamental name · 
ve1·ocity (transforn1atio11 velocity) to the spacial flame 
veloc~ty by the equation: 
Where u8 is the velocity of . the unburned gas ahead of the 
,c. .. , 
• I 
'. ~ .... 
:1 
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•. 
flame. A is the c:tt11ss sectional area of the tube', and 
t 
·, Ai is the surface area of the flame. Because of diffi-
culty involved in measuring the unburned gas velocity, it 
was:. assumed negligible in early experiments by Coward and 
Hartwell. 
Attempts to reproduce the experiments of ~oward and 
Jr 
Hartwell prove that the uniform flame movements occurred 
in only a small portion of the tu~e,and this location 
varied for different hydrocarbon mixtures. 
Gueno che, Manson, and lviannot ( 30) placed an orifice 
at the ignition end of the tube and demonstrated that it 
,, 
reduced the pressure waves which disturb the flame ind 
render the ·mo:ci,on nonuniform. 
( I 
Gerstein, Levine, and Vlong (27) used a Pyrex glass 
tube 57 cm long and 2.8 cm I.D. At the ignition end of the 
tube they placed an 8 mm orifice. At the end of the tube 
towards which the flame propagated, they placed a lo7mm 
orifice. The use of this second orifice increased the 
uniforrni ty of the flame travel. The spatial velocity 
was measured by means of photocells placed six inches L 
apart connected to an electric timer and high speed photo-
graphs taken of ?,n oscillograph screen placed in parallel 
.... -· . with the timer. The uniformity of flame travel was 
checked by a rotating drum camera. ,The unburned gae 


























SUMJIARY OP RESULTS 
· ~f nx. Ut, J.1111. u, .• Vol,~ 
' 
Putl fuel at r-m./sec. cm./s«:. mas. UI 
Methane 84.5 33.8 0.96 Ethane 102.8 40.1 6.28 Propane 99.S 39.0 4.54 i Butane 06.2 37.9 3.52 
~ 
Pentane 98.0 38.5 2. 92,l. Hexane 98.0 38.5 2:51 lleptane 08.3 38.6 2.26 2-i-Iethylpropane , 87.5 34.9 3.48 2,2-Dimetby I propane 83.0 33.3 2.88 2-if cthylbutane 92.6 36.6 2.89 2,2-Dimcthylbutane 90.0 35.7 2.43 2,3-Dimetbylbutane 91. 7 36.3 2.45 2,2,3. Tritnetl1ylbutane 00.3 35.9 2. lli 2-Methylpentane 93.0 36.8 2.46 3-MethyJpentane 92.7 36.7 2.48 2,3-DimethyJpentane 92.2 36.1 2.a2 2,4-Dlmethylpentane 89.9 35.'{_ 2.17 Ethene 184. lS 68.3 7.40. Propene 113.4 43.8 . li.04 I-Butene 111.S 43.2 8.87 1-Pentene 110.0 42.6 8.07 1-Hexene 108.6 42.1 2.67 2.Methyl-1-propene 95.0 37.& 3.&1 2-Methyl-1-butene 99.6 39.0 3.12 3-Mcthyl-1-butene 106.9 41.5 3.11 2-Ethyl-1-butene 100.3 39.3 2.65 2-Methyl-l-pentene 101.2 39.6 2.80 4-Methyl-1-pen tene 104.0 40.6 2.62 Propyne 189.1 69.9 5.86 1-Butyne 165.0 58.1 4.36 1-P~~tyne 140.0 52.9 3.51 1-Hexyne 127.0 48.6 2.97 4-Methyl-1-pentyne 116.9 45.0 2.87 2-Butyne 135.6 51.5 4.38 3-Hexyne 118.0 45.4 a.oa CycJohexane 98.4 38.7 2.6& Benzene 'of.. 104.5 40.7 3.34 
Results obtained by Gerstein, Levine 
Amer. Chem. Soc., 73, 420 (1951) and 
·:---"c'-::--··~ .... 
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. :~ ' 
lthe volumetric rate flow determined from photographs 
of the progressive g;rowth of a soap bubble blown from 
,, 
11 • 
a.tube connected to the upstream end of the flame tube. 
They arrived at an equation for the unburnt gas velocity 
-~ by studying the results of their experiments: 




u, = • 234· Us - /0.i? 
·, They calculated· the flame surface area from photographs . 
taken of the flame by the method of Cov1ard and Ha..i"tv;ell .• 
An important objection to the method 01· Uo\vard and 
Hartwell and also that of Gerstein, Levine,and Wong is 
that only an average burning velocity can be obtained 
because cooling by the walls of the tube might be import-
ant over part of the flame surf a .. ce, and tl1us, because of 
,, 
the quencl1ing effects at the v1all, the burning velocity 
is slower there tban it is over the rest of the flame 
surface. 
_. .. 
According to Guenoche (29), under conditions of un1-
form·pvopagation in a tube ~he flame has the shape of a 
spoon tangent to the inner wall of the tube which takes 
up some position in the tube and travels the ler1~cl1 o±· the . 
· tube maintaining a con~tant area. Guenoche and J<:JJ;,Y (29) 
placed an orifice downstream of the combustion wave in 
their study similar to the one used by Gerstein, Levin~ 
t •• 
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he stated that 1D an experiment performed.by .Hurke and 
l!Tiedman ( 24) ... orific.es .,.placed ctownstream of the combus-
tion wave were f·om1ct ·to u.n .. satisfac"tory because ~they 
introuucea uncerta1nties into ~he measurement of flame 
,, 
speeds even ~hough they were round to reuuce vibrations 
• 
ot· the gas ,. co.L umn. 
we are a~ apoint now of determining how the closed 
· end tube used by Uoward anct Hartwell influenc~ct the Xlame 
shape.· .As explained by_ Lewis anct Von ~lbe t45b), the 
unb.urnect gas ahead 01· the 1·.Lame 1:ront .forms a s1iationary 
column. ~e thermal. expansion ox the gases in the reac-
"'\ 
I,• 
tion ~one of the 1·1ame genera-lies a con'"liinuous :t:lovv1 01· burn-
•d gas towards the open end. 01· the tube, ·but ·because of 
' 
the viscous drag ·Ghia 11.ow is retard.ea at the wall and 
accelerated in the center oI the tube. ~his acceleration 
produces a thrust which pushes the unburned gas in the 
ceni;raJ. region of the tube ~Go\varct the closed end. ~ince 
toe gas cannot escape there i~ is forced ~o reverse its 
a.irection so that it 1·.tows along a curved. path away from 
the center and .sto,t1ards the open ena. Addi tio11a1 curva-
ture of the .flame is causect by quenchi11g 01· "the :t.Lame 
. ( .. -_ 
:front on the coo.Ler v1a1.l.s 01· the· "tuoe 0 :this ef'fect 1s 
m1nimized i11 tubes oi" large diameter. .l!TaDk-K.amene·tsky 
I f 
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tube to the outside the flame must· curve toward the un~ 
\ 
burned gas. 
Ball (2) considered the hydrodynamics of a flame 
propagating in a tube and calculated the shape of the 
flame and path of the gas flov, lines through the flame. 
,., 
lie assumed flame has zero thickness, the burning velocity 
is constant over the entire name surface, the gases are 
per£ect gases, and incomp1~ess ible i'lov, exists o His cal-
culations indicated that the tip of the name is perpend-
icular to the tube axis_ and converging toward tangency at 
the tube wall. His theoretical 1·1ame sl1ape is in good 
agreement with that observed in smoke track studies. 
We see that in the 1net11od by Uo\vard and Hartwell and 
others who used. the closed end tube downstream of the 
combustion wave the ef·t·ect of possible slight pressure 
~ 
{~ 
increase was neglected and only compensa·ted -.f 01... by its 
possible effect on the flame a.nape. the reason for this 
will novv be explai11ed. 
Most of· the theories on name. propagation predict 
that ·u -- FN 
--- T-.. where N is a positive or a negative 
fraction or zero. Thermal theories of CTussard (12), 
Jouguet (35), and uaniell (14) predict that (\<>< P ~ 
for a second order reaction rate. /::iemenov (54) predicts 
'that Ur ca,,: P -Vz. for a first order reaction rate. Tan.ford 
. .. 
·~-.rr-., .. 
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--and Pease ( 60 )·., predict 
and Corner { 6) predict; 
is.in~~pen~ent of pressure. 
; theories of Boys• 
; that is that u,. 
Ubbelohde and Koelliker (63) have found experiment-
-!,< 
ally that UT~ P "j' for mixtures of c_ H - air, by 
c~ .,r,'f 
•;) ,C:i,:., 
the burner method. Linnett a.nd Vlhea·tley ( 65) have found 
that for ethylene - air mixture by the 
.HUrner method. Egerton (20) by using the flat name 
method found that for pre p~Ne. - -3 Ur <><. P 
As can be seen rrom these results the effect of 
pressure on the ~ansformation velocity is very small. 
!!!here is evidence that the combustion v1ave is sensi--
, f 
tive to 1·orces a .. cti11g on the gas s·treamo The spatial 
velocity of a flame is largest fol") upv1a:rd propagation 
and smaJ lest for downward propagation as a result of the 
effect of gravity •. The epacial velocity also increases 
with increasing tube diameter which indicates that the 
ratio of combustion wave area to tube cross section in-
creases as the tube diameter increases • 
. , 
!l.'he trans.t'o:mmation velocity is influenced by the· 
' 
• 
1ni tial temperature of the fuel-2l,ir n1iJ(~ci1re ·bei·ore combus-
tion., The higl1er the mixtu..re ten1pe1"1a.,··cure, .1Gl1e I'ascater \Vill 
be the transt·orma tion velocity. Thie was proven by r~§.ul,ts 
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Air- fuel ratio, by weight 
1'ransformation veloci tj_cs ror rnixtures of natu1~a1 
g;1s ;;tno air at various te1nperatures, measured by 
a bunsen-burner method. (Johnston, SAE: J., JJec., 
·194 7) 
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variation of tr·a11sfo1·1ua tion vcloci·ty 
ture for a 31. 7 r1er cent coo.l ·f~us in 
1neastl1 ... ea by a bui1S en-bttJ:ner· rne tl1od. 
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' 
tures of natural gas and also various mixtures of acety-
lene and air, utilizing the bunaen burner method. The 
same conclusion is reached ·from results of tests by 
Sherratt and Linnett (55) utilizing coal gas-air mixture 
in the bunsen burner method. 
'' 
a. SOME REMARKS ON TURBULENT FLAMES 
Since we are studying laminar flame propagation, we 
are not really concerned with theories or studies of 
turbulent flame propagation. It ,vUl sufi'ice, therefQre, 
to only mention a few things about turbulence which 
might affect·a study of laminar combustion wave propaga-
tion. 
Aa can be seen from figure ( 3 ), ploted byt Coward 
and Hartwell in their study of the propagation of com-
bustion waves of n1ethane-air mixtures in tubes, there is 
~ increase in ·t;he spacial velocity with incr.~asing tube 
diameter for the various mixtures of methane and air. 
The transition from laminar to ·t1rrbulen·t 1·1ov1 is marked 
-by a cha11ge in slope and l1as bee11 calculated· by iJewis 
. 
and Von Llbe (45e) to occur at a Reynolds number of 2000. 
Sctmiid·t, Steinicke, and Neubert ( 53 J studied the 
prbpagation of combustion waves in propane-air mixtures 
.. 
·- .... : ../ 
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Dependence oi' s.pee.d o.:t· un1f'orm 1ooven1ent of' flames 
of methane-air mixtures on tube diameter, ( Coward 
and Hartwell, J. Chem. Soc., London 1 19)~) 
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in a tube 109 cm long and 2. 4 cm I. D. The tu be was 
.,<"JI 
.-'r:..-.-/ 
closed at one end ana open at the ignition end similar 
to that 11..sed 'by Co,vard a11d IIartv1ell. They observed for 
a ricl1 ··mixture of propane the following: oscillations· 
started in the combustion wave at 1/4 of the length of 
18. 
----~e tube while the spacial velocity re1na~ined f·airly 
constant. to the ce11ter of the t11t>e where the amplitude 
01· oscillations increased and the 1·1ame accelera·11eci and 
its speed oecame agai11 co11si;ant in the last r1a11· 01· the 
' I 
tube. They expLained this pnenomena as follows: In the 
first llalf 01· the ·11.ube oscillations inc1~eased -oecause of 
the ignition and were stimulated by the combustion, in 
the middle of the tube the oscilla~ions reached such an 
ampli tud.e that turbulence began v.ri th an increase of 
spacial velocity, but .!Ghe turbulenc'e did not develop fully 
because the1,...e vvas not enough time available for it to do 
so be.t·or·e the oscillations became damped, and tl-'1us, veloc-
ity again became fairly constant in the last half of the 
tube. 
when ignition was started in the closed end·of the 
' tube, full -curbulence developed because the specific 
volume of the burned gases being mucl1 la1"'ge1~ t~an heat 
o~ the unburned gases act like a piston. which accelerates 




































these compression waves in the Ullburned gas coalesce -
they form a shock wave i~ the tube is long·enough. 
<. 
·. According ,,/~~s and Von £lbe (45d) turbulent 
. 
19 • 
motion occurs in viscous f·1i1ids a .. s a consequence of· eddy 
formation on obstacles, of shear flow due to the re~ 
tarding effect of the wails, and the mixing·of str.eama 
of different velocities. 
In tubes, especially those of large.diameter, oscil-
lations of the gas.column cause the 11ame front to 
wrj.nkle and to assume the appearence 01· a cellular s .truct-
ure. This wrinkling causes an increa~e in sur1·ace area 
resuJ.ting in an increase in 'the amount of gas burnt per 
unit of time which in turn causes an acceleration of 
the wave, thus producing more aisturbances and turbu-
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Bunsen Burner Method 
This-method is the most common method for measuring 
transformation velocities of fla,mes. In this method pra-
mixed gas· flov1s up a tube and is burned at the mouth of· the 
.. 
tube. r,iany procedures have been used for measuring the 
shape of the cone and determining the burning velocity. 
The earliest method1used by Gouy, was to divide the volume 
now rate by the area of the visible coneo This !:lethod was.~, 
not satisfactory since the burning velocity is different at 
d11·f·erent parts 01· the cone. 
Dery {15) modif·ied this method by meaeur·ing the area~ 
of the visible cone between two radii, and dividing the 
area by the volume flowing up the tube per second between 
the sa111e two radii. By doing this.he eliminated the effect 
9f t)le high burning rate area at the tip ,01.· tl1e flame and 
the low burning rate area at the base of .Jche 1·1ameo The 
-burning velocity 1·or cylindrical burners is 1"'ound from the 
relation: 
( I 
VT = z v ( r,. - r.) ( 1 - ( r,_'· t- r, .. ) I z R ,,_ J / s 
/ 
I 
where Y is the average gas velocity in a burner of radius 
-
B. r ~"' r 1 are the radii of~ the base and top of~ the cone 
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fhe main objection to the partial area method is that 
it is difficUlt to test whether the area chosen is f'ree 
f'rom the tube \1a11 · aud tip e1·fect3. 
Sherratt and Linnett (55) made use of the shadow cone 
obtained by projecting a shadow of the Bunsen cone on to a 
photographic plate by using a point source 01· light. The 
shadow line is well within the luminous region of the flame, 
and the gas flow lines diverge at a point between the shadow 
and luminous cones. ~heir results showed that a constant 
value of burning velocity was found at the middle part of 
the cone surf ace • Grove, B.oare, and. Linnett ( 28) made a 
study 01· the shadow cone method and showed that the burning 
'\ ·--. --___ .. _____ '\ 
velocity measured by Sherratt ~~-:J~'innette was dependent 
upon the distance between the 1·1ame and the photographic 
plate and that only in extrapolation to zero distance can 
a true value of transformation velocity be obtained. 
Uonan and Linnett (6) have shown that when dust 
particles are introduced into the burner flame the flow 
lines remain parallel up to the t:>cblieren cone, but diverge 
f'rom the tube axis before reaching the visible cone. Be-
cause 01· this the Schlieren cone is p:ce1·erred. 
Michelson ( 48) . used hyarody-.aamic procedures and cal-
\, 
culated the ~lame shape based on the assumption that the 
- . 




























can be represented by a single sur1·ace o:t: zero th1cicness, 
the burning velocity is constant over the entire flame 
surface, and the 11ow lines of the unburned gas are para-
•. 
llel to the axis of the tu·be o r,iichelson • s theory predicted 
a pointed flame tip ,vh.ile tl1e observed tip is rounded. 
The shape predicted by Michelson closely resembles the 
~chlieren edge of· the actual burner i'la ..mes but difrers 
slightly at the base. Michelson's tneory leads to the 
forn1ula: 
where oc is the angle the flame surf ace makes W1 th the 
direction in which the gas is flowing With a velocity VS 
1- r ,... 
, 
Smith and Pickering {Sr,) applied this formula to the· 
Visible 9one at a radius f / n because at this radius 
the flow rate is equal to the average r1ow rate. But be-
cause 01· the .fact that tl1e tempe1--aature 01· the gas rises and 
the flow ceases to be parallel to the tube axis be~ore the 
visible cone 1s reached, it seems that their method is un-
':J 
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the . Bc'blieren cone. · 
Ander·sen and l!'ein ll) . introduced a light powder into 
the gas and fol1ov,ed tl1e path of the particles ,1hich traced 
~ out the 1·1ov1 lines tJ:1...rot1gl1. ·the cone e 1•hey measure a ·the 
, angle ·betv1een the direction of the p~tic.Le track in th-a 
r. 
co.Ld. gas and the 1·1ame tront at the point where the part-
icle tracks pass through it. They used this angle in the 
Michelson formula. As is pointed ot1t by Andersen and Fein, 
there is the danger affected 
by the particles that were introduced. 
All of the above procedures do not give the same values 
of burning velocity fo1~ tr1e same gas 1l1ixt~e. The method 
of using the scl1lieren image vvi th the i,Iichelson angle gives 
results which most closely agree with the results from the 
glass tube and soap bubble methods. 
The sl1ape of ·tl1e b11rner flarne is affected by the 
hydrodynamj.cs of the gases and the interaction of the com-
bustion wave with the wall of the tube. The solid· rim of 
the burner tube acts as a heat sinlc so that the name velo-
city vanishes near the burner rimo Particle track studies 
have shown ·tl1aJG "i;he flov1 lines are directed a\.yay from the 
tube axis by ·thermal expansion. Lewis and Von Elbe (45a)-.; 
state that the thrust pressure is not uniform along the 
. \ 
flame· cone, but va11ishes. a JG the base 1wvhere the bm"injng 
. velocity vanis~ea. Because of this, pressure gradients 
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. . 
eXist fr'om the interior to the base of the· cone, which cause 
the gas flow to acqt1ire a component normal to the axis of 
the tube. In the region 01· the base of the cone the forces· 
between. adjacent stream tubes do not cancel each other and 
the flow acquires a component parallel to the wave laye1"'s. 
This produces a floTI of gas directed away from the axis 
and con-tribute:3 to the "overhang" of the cone base beyond 
the diameter of burner tube. 
Flow line.a deviate less at the tiame tip than the base, 
but the assumption of constant velocity at the tip is not 
valid. Because of the small radius of curvattire near the 
flame tip there is an increase in heat flow and also free 
radical transport from ·the flame to the unburned gases which 
reaul ts in an increased burning velocity. According to 
Lichty ( 46), there is a ram ef1·ect in the central lamj na 
of the burner gas stream,and the accompanying pressure rise 
is much greater than the pressure rise in ·the bm. ... ner tube. 
so that the velocity of the central lamina is reduced in 
the vicinity of the flame. ,requiring a small increase in the 
i' 
burning velocity at the tip of the burner flame. 
_/ ., 
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Soap.Bubble llethol , 
l 
The soap bubble method was dev~loped by Stevens (59), 
1n 1923. The gas mixture to be -examined is contained in 
-o~,-: 
a spherical soap bubble and ignited by a spark in the 
center of the bubble so that a spherical flame spreads 
through the gas. The pressure remains constant. The 
bubble and flame is pl1otographed along a horizontal dia-
meter with a dr11m camera. 11b.e velocity thus meastired is 
not the burning velocity but a spatial velocity because .at 
.. 
any stage in the oombustio11 tl1e bm ... nt gas behind ·t11e flame 
occupies a larger vol tune than it did as unburnt gas, and. 
this causes '"the fresl1 gas into \11hich the combustion is ad-
vancing to move radially outward. It has been shown that 
the burning velocity can ber-·determined from the relation: 
where Eis the volume expansion ratio on burJiing and is 
assumed constant throughout the burning. This expansion 
ratio is obtained by measuring the initial diameter of the 
sphere of unburnt gas in the bubbhe and the final diameter 
of the s1)here of flame at the conclusio11 of the outward ... 
travel of flame 
... 
In 1951 Pickering and Linnett (50) extended the method 
)o names of low luminosity by using a schlieren system to 
• I 
··- - . / 
~· .. 
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f oJ.low the flame front. · i'he schlieren edge gives- the. 
same results in determining v1 as the l1JJDinous ed.ge be_-
cause the separation between the schlieren edge and visi-
b!e edge rema.,ins constan·G onpe ... che diameter 01· the 1·1ame 
spnere is sei:1e1 ... c=t..l -times ·oigger tl'1an t11e :tl.a ..me thickLtess:. 
problem. the problem is mc,,gni1'ied because any error in 
\o. 
measur-ing the final diameter is cubed in a.etermining E. 
one reaJson 1:or inaccurate measuremeni; is ·Ghat tne 1·i.nal 
flame edge is less snarp than the :Lni tial edge 01· t.ae 
.. 
bubble~ Another reason is ~hat· 1n some cases a.1·terburn-
ing of the prouuct gases makes the final size measurement 
more difficUlt and less accurate oecause on scnlieren 
mary 1·J.ame fini~nes and aiter-ouz·ning starts. 
~ome other disadvantages 01 the methou are also im-
portanto .a.queou~ ounbles contain liquid and .contaminate 
the miJ{ti;cre v1i·tl1 an 11.11.knovm arnou.11~t of water. This method 
can be t1sed 01lly v1i th fast flames because convective rise 
,_ 
of the hot combustion gases makes the metho~ unsuitable. 
Diffusion through the film may be so great in some cases 
that .!cl1e composi~tion oi' ·t;l1e enclosed gas cl1..anges befo1~e it 
is_. f·iredo In some mixtures the flame will not remain 
sphe1~ical as 1 t grows but develops irregularities as- ob-
served by Markstein (47). Some gas miXtures attack the· 
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'. bubble and,therefore, change its com.posttd>Du. 
f 
Some advantages of the method are that it requires a. 
-small amount of gas, ana veLocity calcuattions do not re-
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Closed Spheric&l..Vesael lletho4 
!chi.a method was originally developed by :Fiock ( 22). 
/ ~ ~ 
The gas is.·. contained in a spherical vessel and ignited at 
I 
the center by a spark. ~he outv1ard movement o:f the flame 
· is followed by a rotating drum camera. However, as a· re-
sult of thermal expansion oi· the burneu gas, -the preasure 
rises and also has to be followed. ct.uring the course 01· the 
combustion • 
.t\ll advantage of this method is that only a limited 
amount of gas supply is needed. oome disadvantages are 
that the flame must idealy retain 1 ts spherical form in 
ord.er ·to be used in this metr1od, and the variation of the 
tempera1,ure and pressure of· the unburnt gas during the 
explosion makes interpertation difficult. 
JJur:ing the combt1stion the e::{panding burnt gas comp-
resses both the unbL1l''U"t gas and the burnt gas. .because 
this process is rapid 9 the gases are heated by compression. 
flock, Marvin, ualdwell, and .ttoeder \ 23 J a~~umed the comp-
pression to be adiabatic and derived a relation for the 
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where R isthe radius of the vessel and r that of the 
spherical flame at the moment when the pressure is p. 
'¥ is .. the ratio 01· s1)eci1'ic hea·Gs :f o:r "the unburnt gaa: 
w.nich·is assumed to remain constant. The observed flame -
~ speed is &r/A)t • :Because of the fact thats 
,s betweeN .BS-- .. CJS- a,v 
,error of l,r» 1n t.nis term leads to an error of 10% in the 
burning velocity. 
Lewis and Von Elbe (43) assumed that the ratio of 
specific heats for both the burnt and unburnt gas remains 
• 
constant: and. thermodynamic equilibrium is established 1n 




Fe - fi.. 
where Pe is the fictitious pressure corresponding to. com-
bustion at constant volume computed thermodynamicallyo 
The ficti tiot1.s temperature Te corresponding t~ Pe is found 
from the relationa 
•ere !J. is the fl.$Dle temperature computed tor comb~atioa 
at constant pressure P~ • 
.• 
.J J.. 
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~ 
C ·-= l" N Cv 
. "i. . molar specific heat at constant 
volume of burned gas. 
N mole .fraction of constituent in 
"' the burned gas. 
C " specific heat at constant volume 
/ of the constituent. 
!he pressure P is found from the relations e 
Pe :. P~ ( Mb Te.) 
(MiTt) 
M b the number of moles f ormecl by combustion of m1 moles of 
explosive gas. using these relations in an equation for 
the burning velocity given asa 
Ar /~t 
I + ( Py p - I) Yu 
allowed the burning velocity to be determined with dr/dt 
the only time derivative. 
Lewis and Von ~lbe used a 15.295 cm I.D. vessel with 
a pressure indica·tor tof diaphram type mounted flush with 
the inside wall J. The flame v1as photograpl1ed wi tl1 a drum 
camera using a schlieren optical systemo :theu~ eJcr;erimental 
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Egerto~ - Powling Flat Flame llethod. 
!he fiat flame burner was .. developed by Powling (51) 
1n 1949 9 and modified slightly by Egerton. and Thabet (19) 
1n 19520 This burner is as13d for measuring low burning 
velocities. In tl1is method the gas mixture enters ·the 
bottom of a vertically mounted cylindrical tube 35 cm 
long and about 6 cm i11 diameter at a known now rate. It 
passes through a layer of about 4000 cha:t1nels(each chan-
nel is .65 sq. mm and 22 mm longJand t;l~en t-;b.rot1gh a 5 cm 
layer of smal.l t:;lass spl1eres, 4 mm in diameter, which 
break , up the gas flov1 and deliver ·, it evenly to another 
layer of cl1a:a11els 1it The burning of the gas occurs once 
the gas passes through the last layer of cl1annels. The 
name then passes_ through a 1Ni1~e gau,ze screen \vhich is 
11.ame assumes a fiat shape. The screen affects the flame 
by controlling the flow of the burnt gases. A stream _of 
inert gas, such as nitrogen, is passed through a concen-
~ • I j tric tube sttrroundi11g tl1~ bur·ne1· tube. Tp.e diameter of 
the flame is ~easured and its area divided ~to the volu-
metric flow rate of the gases to yield a value for the 
burning velocity. / 
This metl1od can only be used with mixtures having burn-
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to obtain flat·fl.ames With mixtures having higher burning 
velocities. U,his is so because in such mixtures the name 
front ·becomes broken into 1·1amelets. This method makes 
possible the measurement of burning velocities ~hat are so 
,l 
small that they cannot be measured by any other method. 
~he lowest burning velocity that can be measured by this 























III. LMTS OF INFLADABILiff 
A combusttl>l-e mixture is a mixture of fuel and oxidant 
' 
that is capable of sustaining combustion. Any combustible 
!/ 
mixture ca#n be re11a~ered 11oninflannnable by the addition of·7 
excess fuel, e:{cess oxidant, or inert gases. The upper 
limit of infiammabili ty is the richest mixture that will 
propasate a 1·1a .. me. Tl1e lov1er limit of infl2tn1111ability is 
the leanest (lc.ast percentage of fuel in the 1nixture) 
mixture which will support combustion. ~he limits of in~ 
flammability are not fundamental pr9perties of the explo-
sive system but are affected by the method of testing. 
The us11.aJ. 1netl1oc1 of dete1'n1i11.ing tl1e limits is by ob-
serving -t11e propagation of a flame in a· 1ong tube. The o.s. 
Bureau of 1,!ines uses a· tube 5 cm in diameter. 
Wider lirni-cs a..re obtained for upv1axcl flame propaga-
tion than fo1~ l1orizontal or dovmv1a1~d fla .. me tr2.:vel o ~the 
reaso11 1·or· tl1is, as e2:pla .. ined 1J~l Lcv1is ar1c1 1lo11 Elbe t 45c), 
is tl1at because of tl1e force of gravity on tl1e heavier un-
burned gas ahead of the flame front in upv1ard propagation, 
the stT·ean1 ~tulJes open up v1ell al1ea .. d of t;l1e corab11s·tion v1ave. 
~is cat1.ses ·the transport of gas from the region of the tube 
axis to the \'iall to take place·-·ahead of the thermaiJ. gradient 
of the combustion v1ave. The veloci·ty gcadient near the 
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stretch,· an~ therefore, the flame survives at a gr.eater mix-
' 
ture dilution. In downward propagation, the velocity grad-
ient near the: flame surface is increased, leading to greater 
. flame stretch e..nd narrower limits. 
Another reason fo1,, tl1e \Vider limits in upward name::· 
propagation is because of the effect of diffusional strati-
fication which strongly affects the composition of the 
lin1i t mi:ctures. The effect is ps .. rtict1la .. rly noticed in up-
ward flame propagation. Stratification results in locally 
increased buxning velocities. Dif~usional stratification 
occurs in stoichiometrically t1nbala,nced mixtures of fu.el.s 
and oxidants in which the diffusivity of the deficient 
compone11t st1bsta..11tiaJ_ly e~cceea~s t11at of tne e~{cess comp-
onent. 'l'he rniJ{ture s·tra·tifies on entering the combustion 
.wave so that locally over the Y1ave surface the burning 
velocity alternately increases and decreases and the wave 
I 
wr:Jnkles and acquires a celluJ~a1"' structure. 
Tl1e lirai ts 01· inflaLni!abili ty become wider •1th in-
creasing tube diameters up to a diameter of about 2 inches. 
Larger diameters effect the 1limi ts ver4Jr little. !!!his has 
been demonstre;ted by Uo\vard and Jones (10 J. 
Tempere"ttu-ae \ra1~i;.:.1, tions of a fev, degrees of the unburn-
_ ed gas have little affect on the limits, but temperatures 
,, 
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considerably above room temperature cause wider limits of 
inflan1n1abili ty. 
The ~ressure of water vapor tends to lower the upper 
limit of inflammability but does not affect the, lower 
limit. Small pressure cl1a.nges have negligible affect on 
the limits of inflammability. 
Le Chatelier's (58) rule may be applied with caution 
to obtain an estimate of the limits of infla1nmabili ty :tor 
a mixture of gases. This rule is stated as follows: 
La 100 ( P, /N, ' + (Pa /N") + (P., /119 ) 
where P1, P2,P3 are the percentages of each combustible 
gas present in the original mixture, and I\T1 ,1~ 2,lI3 are 
.the respective limits of inflammability of gaseous com-
ponents. 
' . 
Badami and Egerton (18) hav~ measured the limits of 
inflammability using the flat flame method developed by 
Powling. 11hey were able to n1e2tstrre lov1er limits than 
those measured by upYlaJ."ct,. lJl~opaga t:io11 in .)cl1e tu.be ;uethod. 
~-/ 
!l:r1ey rneastirea_ ~the l:i.111i·ts for ·:Ji::tm"'es of" l1:,rd.T'oca:cbo11 gase~ 
and compared the results v1i th the limits calculated by 
the Le Chatelier 1nixing rule. Their results are shown 
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.,. Lean Limits Of Mixtures in Air 
cnlculn~ 
~ mixture of observed limit (Le 
lower Vat Chatclier'" 
co (D-12) I lhnit limit • • m1x1ng OR• C1H, c,111 C1H• % 11,0) Ha • • (cm/e) ntle) ,n n1r 
4·49 0·406 
- - - -
4·895 4·19 4·87 
·3·91 0·66 
- - - 4·57 4·00 4·58 3·39 O·fJO 
- - - -
4·29 3·98 4:·32 
2·98 1·09 
- - - -









3·16 3·89 3· 14 
-
1·85 0·50 
- - - 2·35 4·76 2·36 / 
-
1·805 o-5a 




2·246 3·93 2·28 
-
1·26 0·9' - - - 2·19 3·82 2·21 HI 
- 0-41 - - 4·92 4·16 4·88 I-to 
- -
1·37 
- - 3·97 3·30 4·00 
- - -
2·61 
- 0-77 3·28 3·42 3·31 '' 
- - - 1·3' l·IO 3·84 3·38 3·86 
- - -
1·17 
- 2·37 4·54 4·13 4·49 ( 2·07 1·7' 4·81 3·33 4·78 - - - -o-a 
- - - 11·80 - 12·26 4·00 14·81 
1·11 
- - -
7·90 9·73 4·27 11·58 1·11 
- - -
.3·87 7·62 3·28 8·08 
•·• - - - 1·111 6·81 4·17 7·04 , .. , 











- 6·80 S.ff 7·7-0 
-
1·11 








11·57 3·46 1(·12 
- - -
0·74 8·93 
- 9·67 3·90 11·59 
- - -
1·11 4·80 




4·605 4·01 4·76 
- - -
1·47. 1·19 
- 3·66 3·73 3·72 
. 
11·85 0·81 12·30 2·69 llS·M - - ·- -
- -
- -
10·67 1·41 12·01 3·06 11·11 
.Data obtained by E(;erton and Baaami · by Flat :&1lame 
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IV. IGNITION TEMPERATURE 
, . Ignition temperature is defined,as the minimum temp-
era~e at which a given fuel can be ignited. Ignition 
temperature has been proven experimentally by Coward and 
Guest (11), also by Jost and Mufi?ing (34), to depend on 
the method mf ignition and,therefore, is not a fundamental 
property· of the combustible mixtu.reo One general trend 
that has been found ex1)erime11tally is tl1a .. .,c tl1e smaller the 
heat source, the higl1er must be the temperature of that 
source to initiate a combustion reaction. 
.·· ...... , 
11he ASTM, ASA,and A.Pl use a conical pyrex glass flask 
which is heated in a bath of molten met;al and held at a 
known temperature level4 Drops of fuel being tested are 
sprayed on the flask and the minimum temperature at which 
the fuel can be made to ignite and continue to burn is re-
corded as the ignition temperature. The values of igaition 
~'1 temperature thus obtained are useful only in cpinparing one 
fuel with another • 
·' 
\ ., -~·-, . 





















V. COIBUS!IOI REAC!IOI IECIWlISI 
Combustion is the rapid, high temperature oxidation 
I 
- . 
of fuels. Since we are concerned primarily with hydro-
carbon fuels, burning involves the oxidation of carbon to 
carbon dioxide or carbon monoxide if there 1s insufficient 
oxygen for complete combustion, and of hydrogen to v1ater 
vapor. During a combustion process, chemical energy is 
liberated in the form of heato It is this heat which 
renders the gases 1 uminous ,vhich we define as a name • 
The flame front is the surface or area .. between the 
luminous. region and the unburned gas regiono tiost o:f the 
oxidation occurs in this reaction zone vtl1ile completion 
of burning and emission of light occurs in the luminous 
zone. 
According to theories of chemical reaction kinetics, 
it is necessary for molecules of one substance to collide 
with molecules of another vii th an energy eq11al to or great--
er than a ce~tain critical minimum before any chemioal 
reaction oan tal(e place. For ·the combusJGion of propane 
and ai:r, the theoretical combus·tion equaJ.;ion iaa 
Ca H a 1 5 o.._ + 18 -8 N -. -- 3 CO "L. .,. 4 Ha. 0 + I a .. B N.,_ 
,. 
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!his equation implies that if the reaction were to occur 
in one step, it would be necessary for one propane molecule 
· to collide simultaneously with 1·1ve oxygen rnolecu.les bef·ore 
a reaction could take place. ~his is highly improbable. 
\• 
Hence, any complex reaction involving many molecules must 
occur as a series of different reactions starting with the 
initial substance and proceeding to the finaJ. products. 
1'hese series of reactions in which inter~edia·lie proa.ucts 
are formed in one step and des·t;-.coyed in a succeeding step 
'I . 
are known as chain reactionso ~he intermediate products 
formed are known as chain carriers because they help ca:rry 
the reaction to completion. Chain carriers may oe iree 
radicaJ_s v1l1ich is a:- group of atoms having one un1Jaired 
electro11, 1·ree atoms of diatomic gases, or some organic 
J 
compound • 
.Any chain reaction consists of an initiation phase in 
which cl1ain carrieI's are .I·ormed, a propagation phase in 
which the new chain carriers branch out and start a new 
series 01· reactions 01· its ovr.a, a.t."1a a ~termi11a-cion pl1ase 1n · 
which some chain carriers are ~aa:en ou~ oi· play by another 
substance whicl1 reacts wi tn or a·bsorbs the c11ain car1~iers. 
Chen1i.caJ.. l{ine·tics deals \Vi -ch the manner and speed. with 
' 
< 
~ ,rhioh a given chemical r"eac .. ~ion will progress. :a.•he burning 
... ~~-te can proceed no more rapidly i;han the slowest reaction 
'. '1 
: .. . '•. •, . 
>' 11 ' -;. I • I 
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41, 
in. the chain aechanism • 
• i'he number of collisions that occur in a gas per ~it 
time and volume between two kinds of molecules is propor-
tional t9 the concentration of each. 1 For the total number 
of collisions per uni .. t time and volume between molecules A 
and B with concentrations NA and NB, the kinetic theory of 
gases yields the equation: 
2rrRT . z,,,, :: I 
where JIA and MB are the molecular weights. 
I 
the average diameter of the colliding 
molecules. 
is the gas constant 8.31 4 x 107per degree 
per mole. 
the absolute temperature. 
Successful collisions between tv10 reaction partners 
result if the two colliding molecules possess a specific 
degree of .freedom and energy equal to or exceeding tile 
activation energy E, and if the geometry of collision is 
favorable to ·their interaction. Thus, on a siu1plified 




- t IRT 
2 Fl,l!J ~ x S 






where E is_ the aci'tivation energy. 
. 
-
S = Steric factor {factor 1·or geometric restrictions on 
collisional paths which ranges in value from O - 1). 
When t\VO atoms collide a diaetomiC molecule is not 
formed unless some third atom or molecule participates in 
the collision because the sum of the energ*Y of reaction 
~ and ltinetic energy of the collidi11g a ton1s is enot1gl1 to 
diesociat~ an.y molecule formed. The third atom removes 
this excess energy and allows a bond to be formed. Two 
polyatomic molecules do not require a third body because 
the excess energy can be distributed among the various 
degrees of freedom of the rnolecules. 
A reaction may occur by the decomposition of a single 
molecule that has the necessary energy. Such activated 
molecules are produced by collisions and axe tlestroyed 
by collisiona.1. deactivation a11d by decomposition. Colli-
sional deac-'ci va tion is p1'edon1inant at high pressure and 
negligible at low pressures. 
A surface may act as a catalyst and faciliate a 
reaction iI,J. 1 the gas pha .. se 01'l it 1118,.y preven·t a reaction 
from occurringo 1'he plrooperty of a surface to destroy chain: 
carriers l1as a ~Je1~y important effect on the reaction rate. 
~his destruction may occur by a reaction vd th tl1e nia·terial 
of the wall or by absorption followed by a heterogeneous 
-~-· 
..... ~ .. 
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• 
reaction When. the wall. is, a sink for chain carriers. 
The kinetics of the over all reaction is strongly 
dependent on the diffusion of chain carriers to the 
43 • 
;. u 
wall. The rate of surface destruction of chain carriers 
is E times the rate at which chain carriers strike the 
surf ace where E is the chain breMing efficiency. of 
the "all and has. values ranging fzJa o to 1. 
I ' 
._, . .' 
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n. !HECllDS OJ JLAD PROPAGA!Im ; 
~On the basis of major assumptions,theories of flame 
pro~agation are divided into three groups - comprehen-
aiv.e theories, thermal theories, and diffusional theories. 
Thermal theories. are based on the assumption that 
moleaular heat conduction determines the rate for the 
combustion reactiono Most thermal theories use the 
concept of an ignition temperature. Heat produced by 
chemical reacjion is conducted to the unburned gas and 
the temperature is raised to the ignition tempera.,ture , 
at which point the gas begins to react. The region of 
the combustion wave before the ignition point is cal!ed 
the preheat zone an.d that region £ollowing is called 
the reaction zone. The ignition temperature is now 
known to d~pend upon the experimental conditions under 
which combustion process occurs. The reaction rate in 
the·se theories is assumed to be discontinuous a,;'t ~the 
ignition point, that is, going from a zero value in the. 
preheat zone to a finite value in the reaction zone. ···, 
:Present views on the subject of combustion express the 
,,•.' 
idea tha·t the reaction rate is a function of both temp- ., 
erature and location in the flame. 
In diffusional theories the burning velocity is 
. ' 
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45. ·1,- ./ 
radicals. produced by dissociation 1n~the burned gases 
and by chain branching diffuse into the fresh gas and . 
,! 
cause it to react. Diffusional theories :freque11tly use . 
t'i 
an average ~alue for the temperature in the reaction 
aone. The combustion process is usua,l ly assumed to 
have an induction period during which the temperature 
is increased and there is an accumulation of active 
. part:i91es because oi~ diffusion from the burning layers-. 
Local chemical dis·sociation is us11ally considered small 
during this induction period. At ignition the concen-
trations of the active chain carriers have become large 
and reaction velocities of the intermediate reactions 
great so that the combustion reaction suddenly accel-
erates. 
. ; 
· llallard and Le Chatelier (49) were the first to 
derive an exp1--oession for the burning velocity based on 
a thermal theory. They assumed the reaction occured at 
constant pressure, there was a unique ignition tempera•. 
ture, the unburned gas had a constant heat capacity 
evaluated be~trJ~en the ini ti~ temperat.ure and the f:lnal 













1r ~ , 
liti=-' .- -· 
--- --- • , . .1'-' ~--
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1p1 t1 on occurs was proportional to the difference 
between the final temperature and the ignition temp-
erature. They arrived at an expression for the burning 
velocity: 0 
4 - Tl. 
46 • 
where c(,. is. the distance in which the temperature rises 




I< - heat conductivity 
. C p - meaµ ~pec:i.fic heat of the mixture 
Nuaselt modified their theory by asswning the 
reaction velocity is constan.t, the velocity of the pa 
in the reaction zone is equal to VT Yrc. and arrived at 
I 




k , ( T-f - TL ) To W 
I 
C~ ~ ('i -To) Tr€ 
represents the concentration. of products ai 
the final flame temperature • 
. tu = 1'eaction ,reloci ty ivhich is constant. 
Jouguet and orussard (35, 36). and Daniell (14), 
.. 
.... ~ .... - - .... -. 'I 
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47. 
arrived at theories which were essentially the same as 
that of l\Jussel t. i•heir theories were based t1.pon the 
assumption that the unburned gas must x·irst ·be brought to 
its ignition temperature by direct conduction of heat from 
I the reaction zone to the gas bej.ng he4:ted in the adjacent 
layer. 
' Damkohler ll3) modified these theories and assumed 
· that the tempera~tv.re gr::td.ient at tl1e ignition point is 
proportional to the aver~ge temperature gradient across 
the reaction zone a11cl defined a mean velocity gradient 
where Nr is the number of reactant 
molecules per· unit volum$ initially present. He arrived 
at atl equation for burning velocity: 
F l~ w ( T f - T;. ) 
C r /° JVr ( T;, - /o ) 
where F is tne proport;ionalit;y constant for the tempera-
• 
ture gradient at the ignition point. 
Bartholome and ~achsse {3, 3A, 52) investigated 
the combustion of hydrogen, hydl..,oca~i"lbons, alco~hols, 
ethers, ni tropa.raffins, and allc3rl 11i·tra ,:;es with air, 
o.,:ygen, nitrous oxide and --1;11ei1ra miJctui.._es. ~hey observ-' 
ed that gases r1i ·th la:cge differences in octane number 
had prac·tically ,the spe value o.f burriilig velocity. fhis 
·;., 
. ,. 
I ' ' 
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indicated a weak dependence of name velocity on re-
action velocitye They observed that an increase in 
the un·burned gas temperature ca ..tised a srrrall increase 
in blU'ning velocity o Bur11ing velocities \Vere found to 
,} 
have a strong dependence on :final flame temperature 
for fuel air mixtures. on the basis of these observa-
tions Bartl1olome ( 3, 3b) proposed a thermal theory of 
burning velocity based on the assumption there is no 
change in the number of moles during the reaction which 
proceeds at constant pressure, there is no diffusion, 
the heat conductively k is constant, and that the 
igni tio11 tempera .. ture is at least 901~ o1" the final flame 
temperature. He arrived at an expression for the rate 
of reaction: 
Z : NrfX LS T 
which depends on the order of· the reaction o< where d 
·is a constant. lPor a second order reactionl t><. 
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~ N - total number .. of, moles per 1mit volume at tempera-
ture T 
E act.1 va t~on energy 
J. V 
,e ---- universal gas con~tant 
F- pressure 
For the case ,vhere CII( :: , 
·r-f - 7o 
- J 
l.. To ~, 1' -R-.. ~--l,_ 
TI - To C. p 
for the case where 0< :: 3 / 2 
(T~-~)To 2 8k(RIP)Y2. IJr/~N 
(Ti~Ta)C 
For a stoichiometric mixture of methane and air 
> Bartholome calculated a burning velocity of 105 cm/sec. 
as compared with an experimental value of 49 cm/sec. 
Ga~{don a.ud 1,Jolfha:cd (25). have determined from 
experiment that his assumption of very high ignition 
temperature is not valid. 
The reason thermal theories are not generally 
accepted is because these theories depend on the ques-
- tionable concept of a unique ignition temperature. 
. ' 
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of a· given gas may occur at r·a number of temperatures 
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Diffusion Theories. 
·Tanford and Pease (60,61,62) assumed that the rate 
' of diffusion of active centers into the unburned gas 
determines the magnitude of the· burning velocity. They 
proposed that burning occurs becauee of the presence of 
free radicals that are supp~ied to the unburned gas. 
They proposed two mechanisms by which these free radicals 
could be supplied to the unburned gas. One method is by 
local thermal dissociation and the other method is by 
diffusion from a single point at which the reaction has 
reached equilibrium. They determined that the effect of 
local dissociation was small compared to the effect of 
diffusiono In developing theory for combustion at con-
stant pressure they assumed, (a) the combustion zone is 
at a constant mean temperature 9 1J:m= o7 Tf, (b) the diffu-
7.. sion coefi'icient has a cons·ta11-t val11e Dm :Do ~ .. ..\ where 
Do is the diffusion coefficient for hydrogen atoms into 
the unburned gas at room temperature and -e;.,..-: ~,~, /To, 
le) the continuity eqµation cou.lci be linearizeds, (d) 
the only two reactions that occur fast enough to have an 
aff·ect on the hydrogen atom concentration ;area 
H + Oa. + 11 _. I-I 01.. + M 
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. J 
where M represents a third body, (e) the mole fraction of 
oxygen molecules has a constant mean value th..roughout the 
reaction, (f) the rate of· 1·or·mct·tion of· product is a sum 
of terms for each effective radical or atom, (g) the 
combustible is the only species involved in the process 
in addition to the active particles, {h) chain branching 
does not occur. 
They arrived at an equation for the burning velocity 
of carbon monoxide as rollows: \ 
'" = 17 + + 130H 
1/2 Doct) 
k1 = rate constant appropriate to the 1 th reaction 
where N,. = • 7gco /e~ 
I 
1 p = mole fraction of carbon monoxide or twice the 
. . 
mole fraction of oxygen molecules in the initial 
mixture. 
! 
equilibrium partial pressure at the name front of 




= equilibrium pro~tial pressure at the flame f~ont 
of o EI r~tdicals o 
1/2 [, + ( 1 - 4Az D,., /y-~~ )1/ 2J 
where Al is a constant.) 
,,..,,, : is the specific volume at the temperature !JI. 
J' 
·~ 
•r ·. , ·) 
, I 
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The values of burning velocity· calculated by the 
" 
equations.developed in this theory for carbon monoXide 
mixtures v1as in good ag:r~eement ,vi th the values for burn-
ing velocity they measured experimentally. The maximum 
I 
disag.reement encountered was less than 25% • 
Simo11 (56) modified. the Tanfordc=.Pease relation to 
apply to a series of hydroca:rbons by including a term 
for tl1e ·tota ..l num1Jer of n1oles of v1a/ter ct11d carbon c1ioxide 
which form per mole of the specific hydrocarbon. Simon 
assumed that H, o, and OH are the chain carriers and that 




[ N Q"L K Q 
N = number of moles of combustion product per mole of 
combustible. 
Q'~ mole fraction of combustible. 
Q = mole fraction of potential combustion product. 
(L = numbe1,., of n1olec1ues of ga .. s at name te~erature. 
k , ,... , " n 'll • • bl = ra~e or reac~ion oI comous~i e. 
Pi = equilibrium partial pressure of the 1 th active 
par~ic1e. 
~-
»i:: term arising from recombination. of 1 th tree· radioal • 
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' _ ,, k was found to have a value of 1.4 '!.. l x 10 _ 
.......... -_, ... , .. -, ............ ., .. ,.,.,,, .. , ...
cc/mole sec. for all hyd.roca:rbons except ethylene. !his 
consistancy in -the value of k suggested that the rate con-
stants are either the same f'or oxidation ot· all hydrocar-
/ 
bona or, unimportant in the mechanism of combustiono Simon 
calculated the diffusion c.oe:fficients for H, OH, and o into 
1• 
. 0~ and I~ by the Stefan Maxwell equations ·. D.:. /\ "l3 
/t :: effective mean free path. 
V/3~ average molecular velocity along one axis of a 
coordinate system. 
Y= l.4,500 (T/111 ) 1/2 cm/sec. 
M = molecular ,veight. 
Values were found as follows for.diffusion. into air1 
D"-= 1.78 cm/sec. 
Dott = .28 cm/sec. 
Do = .40 cm/sec. 
B values were calculated by the method of Tanford and 
Pease. 
This theory was found to be consistent for thirty-
four of thirty-five hydrocarbons tested by the method of 
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DURNINO VBLOClnBS OP HYDROCARBON PLAMBI 
Vol.~ lfo, lo lot1 I )( 1011, ee. hydro- Tt• X 10• X 10' molc-:ule1 ·t Flame velodt:,, cm./,-. Compc,u11d1 carbon •·,c: atm. atm. atm. 1ec. -, B•pd. Calcd. llethanc 9.06 22.15 0.57 1.42 1.98 2.36 33.8 33.9 Ethane 6.28 2246 .79 0.&1 1.43 2.78 40.1 37.1 Propane 4.54 2251 .82 .80 1.37 2.56 39.0 37.7· Butane 3.52 2256 .82 .89 1.43 2.42 37.9 37.6 . Pentant= 2.92' 2249 .82 .72 1.26 2.51 38.6 37.6 Hexane 2.51 2241 .83 .59 1.12 2.63 38.5 37.3 llcptane 2.26 2208 .80 .29 0.78 2.44 38.6 38.0 2-?\Icthylpropane 3.48 2259 .79 1.102 1.53 2.13 34.9 36.9 2,2· Di n1cthylpropane 2.85 2254 .76 0.06 1.46 2.02 33.3 36.2 2-Mcthylbutane 2.89 2253 .80 .84 1.37 2.31 36.6 37.l 2,2-Ditncthylbutane 2.43 2254 .78 .90 1.40 2.24 35.7 36.8 2,3-DitncthyJbutane 2.45 2252 .80 .81 · 1.33 2.30 36.3 37.0 2,2,3-Trirnethylbutane 2.16 2242 .80 .64 1.17 2.29 35.9 36.8 2-?\ilethylpcntane 2.46 2251 .81 .78 1.30 2.33 36.8 37.2 3-Methylpeutane 2.48 2245 .82 .67 1.20 2.34 36.7 37.t 2,3· Dimcthylpentane 2.22 2221) 
.80 .38 0.88 2.42 36.5 36.2 2,4-Dimetbylpentane 2.17 2238 .80 .65 1.07 2.29 35.7 36.4 Ethylene 7.40 2-187 1.56 3.61 2.95 3.97 68.3 52.9 Propehe &.04 2341 1.21 2.26 2.29 2.22 43.8 45.3 I-Butene 8 .. 87 2320. 1.14 1.64 1.92 2.43 43.2 42.8 1-Pentene 3.07 2316 1.04 1.82 2.01 2.36 # 42.6 42.8 1-Hexene 2.67 2287 1.04 0.96 1.43 2.43 42.1 41.7 2-Methylpropene 3.83 231& 1.06 1.71 1.95 1.90 37.5 42.0 2-Metbyl-1-butene 3.12 2298 1.02 1.28 1.00 2.13 39.0 41.2 3-Methyl-1-butene 3.11 2305 1.04 1.44 1.78 2.31 41.6 42.2 2-Etbyl-1-butene 2.65 2284 1.00 0.08 1.44 2.22 39.3 40.7 2-Methyl-1-pentene 2.80 2237 .96 0.36 0.84 2.43 39.6 39.2 4-Methyl-1-pentene 2.62 2295 1.00 1.23 1.63 2.23 40.5 41.3 Propyne 6.86 2472 2.28 6.65 3.78 3.10 69.9 61.3 1-Butyne 4.36 2413 1.84 3.53 2.76 2.60 58.1 65.6 1-Pentyne 3.51 2370 1.61 2.03 2.07 2.60 52.9 61.6 1-IIexyne 2.97 2333 1.46 1.17 1.55 2.37 48.5 48.6 2-Butyne• 4.36 2401 I. 73 3 .11 2.67 2.23 51.5 53.3 Cyclohexane 2.65 2249 0.83 0.65 1.13 2.56 38.7 37.4 Benzene 3.34 ~107 1.02 0.96 1.15 2.42 40. 7 40.4 
• Calculated -::quilibrlum flame temperature. heat of formation data were not available. • 3-Hexyne and 4-methyl-1-pentyne have been omitted since accurate 
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temperature. 
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· · · that the calculated radical concentrations depend on 
I ~ 
~ ..... . 
I 
' ;.. . 
the flame temper~tures and that any thermal mechanism 
also depends on the flame temperature therefore, some 
mechanism which depends strongly on flame temperature 
-· 
· might give a correlation with name speed as gooc1 as the. 
particie di£fusion·theory so that a thermal mechanism 
theory cannot be ruled out. 
Gaydon and Wolfhard (25,26) .. proposed that the 
diffusion of atoms or radicals from the burned gas in-
to the unburned gas is tl1e i1nport~t factor in the 
propagation of hot flames. They point out that since 
reactions involving atoms or radicals require an actt-
! 
vation energy, heat transfer niay be important. They 
' ' "" 
assumed: (a) that the ignition temperature marks the 
beginning of appreciable exothermic reactions, (b) the· 
temperature in the name zone Tm is equal .to tl1e average 
between the final flame ten1perature and ·the ignition 
temperature, (c) the thickness of the total luminous 
ii .1 
region cf,.. is a:ppro:{imately equal to 3/2 rfL where cfL is 
the thickness of the I un1inous reac·tion zone measu.red 




\-. (d) the time required fox~ ·the gas to traverse this zone 
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velocity in the flame zone· eq1mJ to VT Tm/To, (e) the 
diffu.sion of hydrogen atoms is impo1~·ts.11t and the diffu-
sion coefficient Dm is talten as equal to Do (Tm/To) 3/ 2 
., where Do is the difft1.sion coef l'icient 1·or hydrogen atoms 
into a mixture of carbon dioxide and water at standard 
temperature and pressure • 
.. 
i'hey arrived at-:· . an expression for burning velocity 
given as: 
Du T; 
Z Nr TM 
where u is the mean reaction velocity equal to: 
D -= 2 dr r:./ t: r 
Nr Vr 
dr 
N r = number of reactant molecules per unit volume in th, 
unburned gas. 
Boys and Corn~r (4,7) assumed a single exothermic 
chemical reaction. They used three simplified models; 
a first order rate form of a unin1olecula..r mechanism, a 
second order rate fo1"41n oI· a -oir11olecula1'b 1~eaction 1 a11d a 
quasibimolecular form of a tu~imolecular reaction at 
low pressure. These n1oclels allov1ed analytical solutions 
by a method of successive approximations. ~hey assumed 
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thermal conductivity, specific heat and< diffusion co-
efficient$, Corner (7), presents calculations which show 
that for typical values 01 .. difi·usion r:;ttes the burning 
velocity calculated by neglec"ting diffusion is more than 
twice the value obtained \'lhen di.f f·usion · is considered. 
" ' 
Hirschf·elder and Curtiss (38, 39, 40, 41) set up 
general equations for one dimensional steady state, non 
viscous, constant pressure flames in a form suitable for 
solution on~y by computing ctevices. :i:heir eaua .. tions are J.. 
completely general with respect to the number of reaction 
steps, the order of the reactions, and the number of 
components involved. ~hey did not use mean values for 
the diffusion ooefricients·as most other theorist have 
done, but used equations 1·or diffusion in terms of the 
composition gradients. Chemical kinetic theory entered 
only in their continuity equation. In the development of 
their theory they introdt1.ced a mathe~!tatical ilame holder 
at the cold boundary v1r1ich acts as a heat si11k and ex- . 
·· tracts a predete1~111ined amount 01· heat. · liJ:um.erical re-
sults were given for unimolecUlar and bimolecular reac-
tions. 
.• ( 
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1 Comprehensive Theories 
" 
Lewis and Von Elbe· (44) were the first to reject 
the concept of an ignition temperature and to ,introduce 
an expression for the reaction velocity as a function 
of temperature and concentration. They considered the 
affect of diffusional as well as heat conduction pro-
cesses, they suggested that active atoms and radicals 
.l· 
in the f"lame diffuse into the w.1burned gas, and are 
important in bringing this fresh gas to a reacting state. 
They assumed constant pressure and used a constant mean 
heat capacity. They considered the exothermic ozone to 
oxygen reaction: 
0 3 == O~+O 
o + O-z == 2 o~ 
!he diffusion coefficient 1·or the diffusion of oxygen in 
. . 
the gas 1nixture Y1as taken to be that fo~ diffusion in 
\ 
a gas consisting entirely of oxygen molecules, and thus, 
being independent of composition. They also assumed 
that the total thermal and c11emical energy per unit mass 
-, 
is the same at every point in the flame. Thermal disso~ 
cia tion of oxygen in the 1burned gas was neglected. The 
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determined by the frequency of collision between oxygen· 
atoms and ozone molecules and by the. probability of re-
actio11 occtiring tlpon collision. They arrived at an 
equation relating the change in temperature with dis-
tance into the flame front: 
the equation was integrated graphically. 
The burning velocity ,vas obtained by assuming that 
the number of ozone molecules entering the flame front 
per unit time is equal to the number reacting per 11ni t 
of time 1 
1':. 
where w is the reaction rate given bya 
) ~ 
<S" =- average dia.meter of the molecules O and · o3 
Ko and Mo3 are the molecular weights of the oxygen 
atom and:ozone molecule • 
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ozone molecuie • 
Upon introauction of the expression for ~/ l)r the 
burning velocity was obtained by grapnica.1 integration. 
i'he values r·or burning velocity calciuated by 'the equationa;, 
developed in their theory did not agree with the values· of 
burning velocity 'they measured experimentally. Even though 
the Values aid not agree, they were of the same order of 
magni tune and, therefore, s11ov1ed some co1·rela·iiion. This 
early theory gave only a .. .Lirst aJ;,lJl·oxima·"ion to "the actual 
behavior· ana an insight into·cthe mechanism 01· combustion 
upon which more precise theories cou..Ltt be baaed. 
Zeldovich and Frank-Kamenelsky (66,67,68) have devel-
oped a comprehensive theory for flame propagation. Their 
theory has been discussed by Semenov (54). This theory 
assumes a reaction model: NA:: B+C for vvhich the 
reaction order may be zero, first, or second with respect 
to AQ Intermediate reactions are neglected. They 
divided the flame zone into two regions, the preheat regioa 
and the reaction region. In the prehea·t r~egion the 
temperature rises from the unb.urned gas temperature to 
the ignition temperature. In the reaction region the temp-
erature rises from the ignition temperature to the final 
.name tempera~e, and the mass· flow term is considered 
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compared to the reaction and heat conductivity 
terms. These divisions were made in order to facili-
tate the mathematical solu·tion for the continuity and 
energy equations. They assumed the reaction occurs at 
constant pressure and the num·ber of molecules ma .. y change 
'-".· 
during tl1e reaction according .. ·to the ratio of {V~/ NP 
(moles of reactant / rnoles of product by the stoichio-
metric equation). They 1·urtner assumed that the ignition 
temperature is very near the final flame temperature, 
and that the sum of the thermal and chemical energies 
per unit mass of the mixture is constant 1n the combustion 
zone. 
Considering the rate of reaction to be a function 
of temperature only, they arrived at an equation ror the 
burning velocity given asg 
-
-
_ £IR r~ R· -,- 1.. z J, s e , f 
C p /o A o ( T,- - To) E 
E - activation energy 
· R - gas constant 
S - collision number 
' ' Ao - molecu.Les of initial reactant 
Considering the reaction ra·11e to be a function of 
oomposition as well as· temperature, they arrived at an 
' . ~ 
. . --·--··- .. i., •· . 
-.l •• 
-·. "~ -~ .... --:.:.:,., 
., ' 
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equation given al!1 








2 k)I Tc, e 
where V is a frequency factor. 
. • 
·j 




If the n1.,1Jnbe1.,\ 01· molecules are allowed to onange · 
during the reaction in 1i.tle ratio o.f Nr/NP instead ot· 
remain;ng constant as in the previous two cases consid-
ered and the assumption that (k/Cf) D : A/Bis made, 
the equation 1·or a .. uni111olec1lla.r reaction becomes: 




fj • • 
is the mean value for specific heat· in the region. 
is the value of specific heat a.t the final flame 
temperature. 
Because of the neglect of the mass flow term in the 
energy equation for. the reaction region, Semenov con-
.eludes that provided (Tf .. Ti) / {Tf - To) .f .25 an error 
• 
-.,. ........ . 
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· ot no greater -than ~ _ i& incurred in V,. _. He concludes . 
- . tba~-- for bimolecular 1·eactions ··the solution is valid 
only i'or RT+/f ~ I •. · Hence, application of the equa~ 
.tion for burning velocity is restricted to values of 
activation energy E greater than 40 k cal at final_ 
name temper~tures equal to 2000°c. 
Dugger (17) measured name velocity as a func-
tion initial temperature for propane-air and ethylene-
air flames. He compared curves of experimental data 
with cra~ves calculated by the Zeldovich, Frank-
Kamenetsky theory and also curves calculated by the 
Tanford-Pease theory. He assumed a bimolecular reaction 
and eliminated terms not dependent upon temperature from 




1c,r the Tanford-Pease theory he useda 
~ Pc: De.,... =- ,_ S PH+- Pott+ Po 
As can pe seen from tl1e curves ploted in :ttgure(,) 
both theories give good agreement with experimental data;, 
--. 
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Dugger, J. ,uner. Chem. ~oc., (1951) 
Dependence of V on T o Curves AB show experi-
mental data by Dugger; curves AO are calculated 
according to the Zeldovich-Frank-Kamenetsky method; 
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Prom an analysis of all the theories for the rate <;~ 
of flame pl"Opagation, it is seen that there are four 
basic factors which most influence this rate. They 
are listed by Smith and ~tinson (58) as: 
.~,. 
(1). Mechanism of the reaction 
(2). l{inetics of the individual reactions in the 
mechanism 
(,). Diffusion of chain carriers, or propagatillg 
centers, from the reaction zone to the un-
burned gases 
(4). Rate of heat transfer from the reaction zone 
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tlpon comp1etion of the investigation into literature, 
the author·found several questions which require an answer, 
They are the following: 
(1), Does the flame propagate uniformly throughout 
the entire length of the flame tube or only over a cer-
tain part? 
(2), If the flame does not propagate uniformly through-
out the entire tube, over what part does it propagate uni-
formly'? 
(3), What effect do the orifices developed by Guenoche 
(30) an.d used in the ignition end of the tube have on the 
determination of burning velocities other than absorb 
pressure disttU~bru1cesi 
(4), Are there any significant differences in the 
maximum values of the burning velocity obtained by the 
methoa~ of Gerstein, Levine, and \Yong l27) and ~t;hose ob-
i1 I 
tained by a method similar to that developed by Coward and 
Hartv~ell ( 8 )? 
(5), Would there by any correlation between burning 
: velocities obtained by the l)urner rne·thod using the scbli-
--
eren cone anct some vai~ia~tions of tl1e tube method if the 
measurements were carried out under the same environmental 
.. 
-·).. . : .. 
'. 
' j 
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( 6) 9 what variation o.f the- tube method g1..a83 the. 
closest correlation wi.th the .bunsen. burner•· methQat 
, 
/· 
Burn:I ng Yeloci ty Determ:I ned By De !rube Jlethoi 
~e apparatus used in the tube method experiments ia 
aho,ni in figure (J!;~lA). In all experiments. with the tube 
method ~two tubes were used. l3oth tubes were 44 inches 
long. One of the tu·bes was 2.42 cm in inside diameter 
69~ 
and the other was 3.4 cm in inside diameter. Spatial vel-
ocities of the flame propagation v1e1"e measured .from motion 
picture p.tlo,;ographs taken o:r the flame front as it traversed 
a measured distance. The photographs : were 'taken ,vi th a 
Bell and Ho,ve..tl camera using lb mm Kodak Tri X fi.Lm at a 
ra~e. of 32 frames per second. 
The fuel-air ratios used in the experimen-&e were. -
control.led by regulating t.n.e partial pressures or the .fuel~ 
air ad.mi tted to the mixi11g chamber. 
The flame tube was evacua..ted of unwanted gases by 
aealle .. of a closely. f~i tting piston which vv1as displaced by 
the desired fuel-air mixture ao.mi~ted to the tube under 
presau:r-e. 
All measuremE11ts· recorded 1n variations of the tube 
method. were from experiments wi t.b. the tube in a vertical. 
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I 
fuel-ad.-r mirture was.· accpmplished bf means of a;.10,000 
Yolt-spark across a gap of 1/8 inch. 
For each particular fuel-air mixture, 9 to 12 measure-
ments v1ere made to aMetermine tl1e spatial velocity. The ' 
range in the valttes ob~tained for each mixture are shown. 
on the respectiv.e figures by the vertical lines. 
Spatial Velocities of Propane-Aj r Mixtures~ 
Spatial velocities of propane-a1r mixtures wera 
measured in five variations of· the tube method. 
VarieJtion I v1as- simi Jar to the method developed 
by ~erstein, Levine,an.d Wong. ~he 3.4 cm inside diameter 
tube was used and was fitted with a 1.27 cm orifice in 
the ignition end and a • 238 cm orif·ice in the upstream 
end. ~he spatial velocity was recorded over a 9 inch 
distance, the center of which was located 33 inches from 
the· ignition point. ~he results are shown in figure lE-2). 
In variation II, ·the 2 o 42 cm i11side diameter tube 
was .. used vii th a o 795 cm orifice 1·i tted in the ignition 
end and a .198 cm orifice in the upstDeamnand. ~he obser-
vation point was in the same location as in variation I. 
!Che results are shoym in 1·igure (E-4) • 
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that the~· observation point was a 9 inch distance, the center 
of which was located 11 inches fro111 th<?, ignition point. 
j _} i 
~igtJ.re lE=7J$ shows a.comparison of the results ob-
. \ 
tained by variation Il, and variation III. ]'rom this figura 
. . . 
it appears that the maximum spatial velocity of 89 cm per 
second occurs at richer fuel-==air ratio when measured a..-t the 
top of the tube by variation II. This can be explained by 
considering the fact that propane has a higher molecular . 
weight than air, and that because of this there is a.tend-
_ency i\or i·t; "to settle out 01· a mixture vii th air, and there-
fore, what was recorcted as a rich muture at the top of the 
tube in variation ll was actually leaner than recorded. 
.ror this reason, and another to be eA-,pl~tined later, this·~ 
author chose ·to meast1re all 1urther tests over a 9 inch 
distance, the center of which, was~located 11 inches from 
the point ofigrl.1t1on. 
Variation IV was similar to the method developed by 
Coward and Hartwell, that is, the tube was left open at the 
ignition end. and the upstream end was closed, T,he 2.42 cm 
inside diameter was used. The results are shown in 1·1gure. 
\E--5). 
Variation. V was similar to variation IV except th~ 3.4 
•. I 
01D I.JJ. tube was used. !t!he results are shown in figure (E-3) •. 























J'igure (E-81 shows a comparison of the reaul ts .. of 
variation IV and ve"ri;:1.tion Vo It points out the depena.-
ence of spatial veloci .. ty o.n the, diameter of the tube used, 
the spatial velocity being faster in the larger diameter 
tube. 
The unburned gas veloc1 ty for variations I, II, ane , 
III was obtained by experimental measurement o~ the volu-
metric rate of gas flow within that portion of the flame 
tube toward which the flame was adva11cing by a.. method 
similar -co ·that used by Gerstein, Levine, and Ylong. A tube 
was attached to the orifice in the upstream end of the flame 
tube. To this tube was attached a funnel of· 1/2 inch dti.a-
meter across which was a soap film. As the i~lame propaga-
ted in the flame , tube, the grov1th of the soap iJubble \Vas 
photographed. The volume of the soap bubble obtained was 
divided by the cross sectional area of the flame tube to 
give an unburned gas velocity. This procedui~e v1as carried 
out for fttel=ai1~ ratios \Vhich gave the 1·astest and slowest 
values 01· spa~tial velocity. A linear relation v1as assumed 
' I I• 
between these points and the results are plotted in figure 
(E-16A). There was no significa11~t difi~ex~e11ce in -the 1.raluea 
for the unburned gas velocity obm<tained in bo"tl1 ·the 2o42 and 
3.4 cm I.D tubes. The apparatus used is shown in figure 
~E-lB) ;···.-
,. 















Seme Observations On l'J.ame Propagatien 
In the method used by Gerstein, Levine, and Wong, 
tba t is, vru.~ia/tions Is, II~ a:r1d III, the flame fro11t began 
I 
to accele~ate abot1.t; 16 incl1es from Rthe ig11i tion point. 
This acceleration was damped out at about 25 inches from 
the ignition point and the flame assumed uniform propa-
gation again at abot1t 28 inches from the igni·tion point. 
In the tube method similar to that used by Coward 
and Hartwell, that is, variations IV and V, tl1e flame propa-
gated uniformaly to about 16 inches from the ignition point 
where it began to accelerate and assumed a cellular struc-
ture a~t a1)out 22 ir1ches from the ignition point e It 1")etain-
\ 
~ .. 
edits cellular structure for the last 22 inches of travel. 
At 1·1rst, the author thought this phenomenon ~as the result 
of diffusional stratification, but the author tried this 
method v1i ..!cl1 ·the tube i11 a l1orizontal position with rich 
Therefore, the authoJ=' concluded that it was not diffusion-
al stratification, but a characteristic inherent in this 
met11odo Tl1erefore, on ·the lJasis of this observed pheno-
mena and reasons mentio11ed previously, in order ·to co1npare 
I 
various variations of the tube method, it is nece:3sa:ry to 
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center of which is looatetl 11 inches from ignition point .• 
SPATIAL VELOCITlES OP 
l'~:BUTAQ AIR MIXTURES:. 
Spatial velocities of N-Butane-air miXtures were 
measured in six variations of the tube method. Spatial 
.. 
velocities were measured over a 9 inch distance, the center ., 
of which was located 11 inches from the ignition point in 
all the variations·except variation VI. 
Variation I was similar to the method of Coward and 
Hartwell, that is, _the ignition end was left open and the 
upstream end of the tube was closed. The 2o42 cm inside 
diameter tube was used. The resuJ.ts are a110,m in figure 
(E-9·}. 
Variation II was similar to variation I escept the 
tube was fitted·· with a • 79 5 cm orifice at the ignition end. 
The results are snovm in figtrre (E-10). 
Va1·ia tion III v1as siir!ilar ·to variation I except the 
~4 cm inside diameter. tube was~used. The results are 
shown in figure (E-11). 
Variation IV was similar to variation III except a. 
1.27 cm ori~ice was fitted in the ignition end of the tube. 
The results are shown in figure (E~l2). 
By comparing f.iguree E-11 and E-12, we can see ole&r-
• 
.... 
. . .. 
; 
r., 





·11 the affect that an orifice in the ignition end of the 
tube has on spatial velocity if the upstream end of the 
t·ube is closed. The reason the spatial velocity is fast-
er when the orifice is used in the ignition end is obvious·.· 
when we consider that if the orifice is to reduce pressure 
variations, it must also restrj .. ct flov1 of ·the burnt gases 
which have a much larger specific volume then the unburnt 
gases ru1d whichg because of ·this restriction, tend· to act. 
as a hot gas piston accelerating the flame front • 
Variation V was similar to the method developed by 
Gerstein, Levine, and Viong. The 3o4 cm inside diameter 
tube was u.sed with a 1 • 27 cm orif.ice used in the ignition. 
end and a .238 cm orifice in the upstream end. The results 
are shown in figure (E~l3A). 
By comparing variation IV with variation V, shown in 
figure (E-15) 1 we can see that faster spatial velocities 
result in variation V because of the fact that when the 
up.s~eam end of the flame tube was closed, the compression 
waves, which were formed as a result of the hot gas efrect, 
t:· 
reflected £ram the closed end of the tube as compression 
waves, thereby causing a retardation of the propagation of 
the flame front. \~hen the upstream end of the tube \Vas_ 
fitted with the orifice some of the incident compression 
waves \Vere reflected as e1c1)a11s:ton waves, which accelerated -
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,, 
the tail of the renected expansion waYes, and which 
resw. ted in an acceleration o:f the 1·1ame front. 1.t!his 
orifice in the upstream end did not entirely counterac, 
the e1·fect of the re1·1ected compression waves. 
·1,. 
,) 
If in figure (l!i-15) we subtract the ma;ximum vaJ.ue of 
burning velocity of curve n from that of curve o, we see 
that at a value of spatial velocity of 85 cm per second 
for curve il, the difference is 6.5 cm per secon~. If we 
enter figu.re (E-1611) at a value of 85 cm per second 1·or the 
spatial velocity, we see that to this value there corres-
pond.a an unburned gas velocity of 602 cm per second. Af.fi 
is obvious from this calculation the difference between 
variation lV and Vis approximately a measure of iu1burned 
gas velocity. It would be a true measure except ~or the 
fact that in var·ia tion IV the fla.Jlle assumes a slightly 
different shape becaus.e of the additional n.ov1 01· gases 
throt1.gh tl1e flar.ne front caused by the hot gas pis ... ton e.ffect, 
and the effect of the reflected compression waves. The 
effect of this s1.ight diffe1~ence in name shape, however, ·-
i' I 
would be very difficlll·t to calculate. 
in.variation VI, suggested by u~. Owczarek, the 2.42 
om I.De tube was used with the 1.27 cm orifice fitted 1n 
the ignition end o:f tlie t9Ube. :.the spatial velocities were 
measured ovA~1 ... a 9 inch distance the center of v1hicl1 v1as-, . ' 
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end of the tube was fitted with a cap composed of a one 
inch thickness of closely packed steel wool. The purpose 
of this steel wool \Vas to damp all wavef6 v1hich previov.sly 
interfered with uniform flame propag9/t:j.on. Tl1is ty1)e of 
upstream end closure permitted uniform propagation of the 
flame front for tl1e e11ti1"le leng·th 01· the flame tube. No 
acceleration or cellular flame structure was observed in 
this method at any point of the flame tube. The flame 
front v1as shaped liice a .. semi-ellipsoici v1i th a segment re-
moved. Its serni-rna.,jor a1cis vvas coincident vvi th the axis 
of the flame ·tube o The flame snape photographed in this 
method was projected at double the actual size onto figure 
{E-1713). The values of the spa~tiB .. l veloci·ty measured in 
this variation ro~e shovvn in figtJ.re (E-13B) • 
The tlllburned gas velocity for variation VI was ob-
tained by exper'imental measurement of the volumetric rate 
of gas flo\v vii thin tl1rtt por·tion of t;l1e flame ·tube toward 
con·tai11ing the S""teel v1ool \Va~s a ttacl'1ec1 a l} inch long tube 
of 1 inch I.D. ·Across this tube was a soap film. As the 
name propagated in the flame tube,. the grov1th of the soap 
bubble v1as observed. The volv.n1e of the soap bubble obtain-
ed was divided by the cross sectional area of the tube to 
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in figure (E-10) • This procedure was carried out for 
mixtures of 3 .. 38% and 2.7~, N-Butane. A linear vari-
ation v,as assumed bet,veen these points. The results are 
shown in figure (E-16B). 
Burning Velocity Determination In The Tube Method 
In order to calculate the burning velocities from 
the measured spatial velocities it is necessary to know 
the unburned gas velocity and the flame surface area. 
The unburned gas velocity uetermination was previously 
described and the results \Vere plotted in 1·igures (E-16A. 
and ~-16.B). The flame surf'ace area \Vas obtained from pro-
jecti~s of photographs of the flame surface. To facilitate_ 
calculations, tne f·lame surf·ace was approximated by a 
portion o~t an ellipsoid v1i th its a:{es aligned as shown in 
figtn:'e (.E-1'/ A) for tl1e flame surface obtained in all vari-
ations 01· tl1e ·tube 1nethod using the 2.42 cm I .D. tube ex-
cept variation VI for ~-Butane whicn is shown in figure 
(E-l 7B). The flame 1·ront geometry obtained for all vari-
ations v .. si11g the 3o4 cm IoJJo tube is sl1of1n in 1·igure lE-18). 
~'or tl1e flame sur1·ace observed in the 2.4~ cm I.JJ. 
tube, 1·01~ all varia·a;ions o:t the tube method except vari-
ation VI for buta11e, vie measui~e I·rom 1·igu.re (E-17 A): 
a:: leng·"h o.f the semi-maJor axis:: .85 1n; 
. . 
/ 
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b: length of· the semi-m:lnor &Xia• .45 in~ 
-··~ .. ·•·· ''"""""'" 
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the area of a semi-ellipsoid is calculated from the equa-
tion: 
A :. 
and we get the area: 
_, 
7f ab sin e 
e 
A: 2 2.065 in. 
.Area A~ in figure (E-17A) was approximated as a 
segment on the surface of a cylinder of .9 inches in 
diameter with its axes coinciding with the axes of the 
ellipsoid. Its surface area ,vas calculated graphically 
to be: .A:. .437 in. 2 
The flame su.rface area is the difference between the 
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the cross. sectional of the 2.42 cm l .D. tube caloulated 
to be: l ~: .717 in. 
Por the flame surface observed in the ;.4 cm I.JJ. tube, 
~ 
we measure from figure (E-18A~ 
... 
a= length of the semi-major axis~: 1.3 in. 
b :::. length of the semi-minor axis = ,o5 in. 
we calculate: 
the eccentr1oi ty e ~ ;: .866 
the area.of the semi-ellipsoid is calculated from the 
equation: 
-· A 11: TI h ... -t TTab sin. e 
e 
we get - As 4.525 in. 2 
Area A.a in figure (E-18) _. was approximated aa a 
segment on the surface of a cylinder of lej inches in 
diameter with its axes coinciding with the axis of the 
ellipsoid. Its surface area v1a .. s calculated graphically 
from figure lE-18.B), and found to be: 
A2= 1.17 in. 2 
!he flame surface area is the difference between the 
a 
aurtace area_ of the semi-ellipsoid and area Az.• 
~::: 4.525 - 1.17 ~ 3.35 in. 2 
~ . . . . . . ..-, .,....)'. 
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' the cross. sectional area of the 3.4 cm I.D. tube wa83 cal-
culated to be: 
' 2 
A•: 1.405 in. 
In variation VI for Nc:,.,Btttane the flame snr:£ace was.: I 
. 
approXimated as a portion of an ellipsoid with its axis; 
coincident vvi th the tt1be axis as. shown. in figure (E-17B). 
We measure from figure (E-l 7B): 
a~. length of semi-major axis = l. 2 in • 
• b c: lengtl1 of serni=minor axis~ · .477 in. 
le calculate the eccentricity1 
b ..,,_ 
e::: l - -
a '1. 
the area of the semi~ellipeoid is.calculated from the 
equation: 
• ., 
A • 11 11.:" -,... 1T ah a:t·n. e 
and we get the area f1 A:::2.994 in.2 
Area Aa in figure (E-17B). was approximated as-o a 
segment on the. surface of a cylinder of .955 in diameter 
whose axis is coincident with the axis of tr1e WGt:t'be O Its •r 
. 2 surface area was calculated g.-raphically to be A2.: .86 in. 
!rbe flame surface area is the difference between the sur-
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. ', = 2.994 - .so= 2.1:,4 in. 2 
!he. cross sectional area of the tube waa calculated to be 
. . ~ 
.717 in. 
" The values £fr the burning velocity of names that 
propagated in t11bes which v1ere closed at the upatre~ end 
were calculated from the formulaa 
Vb • Vs: AT./ Af 
where Vb: burning velocity 
Va:= measured spatial ve.locity 
A• = cross sectional area o:r the flame tube. 
A1 '= caJ.culated flame surface area 
For all the variations in which the upstream. end of 
the tube was closed, it w~s assumed that the value of un-
burned gas velocity was_zero. 
The values for the burning v.elooity of names that 
propagated i11 tubes in v1hich there v1as fitted an orifice 
or the cap used in variatio!l! VI for N-.tlutane, in the up-
~-- stream end of the tuba, were calculated from the formulas 
lbs (V~ - Vc,6 ) J.t/ 4t 
wit.ere Vu•~ measured value of the unburned gas~velooit7 
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the tube method which used an orifice in the upstream end 
· ot the fla.me tube except .for variation VI which is obtain~ 
ed from figure (Ee=l6B). " 
The calculated values for tile· burning ,v.elocity of 
propane-air mi:X:tures are shown in figures (E-20), (E-21), 
and (E-22) • The values shovm in figure. (E-=20) . ,vere ob-
tained from the spatial velocity measured in the tube 
method by variation V. The values of burning velocity 
shown in figure (E=21) were obtained from the spatial 
velocities measured by variation IIIe The values of burn-
ing veloci·ty sl1ovJI1 in figure (E<=322) . were obtained from 
spatial velocities meastn'ed by variation IV. 
Comparing figu.res (E-20, E-21, and E-22), we can see 
no significant difference in the values of burning velo-
citie obtained by the variations. III, IV, and V of the 
j • • • 
-
tube method for propane. A· maximum value of btL.~ng 
velocity ranging from 35.5 to 36e5 cm per second at mix-
tures between 4.157.and 4.25% propane, is obtained from 
these figures. 
ii 
The calculated values for the burning velocity of 
1-.Butane-air mixt;ures obtained by variations of t11e tube 
method ai'\e sl1ov,n in figu.i~es (E-23), (E-24), (E~25), (E-26.0.) 
. ' 
· and (E-26B). The values of burning ·,velocity shovm in 
figure (E-23) . were obtajned from spatial velocities meas;-
'• ... 
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ured by variation I of the tube method for i-Butane, and 
those ill. rigure (E-24) were obtained ±"rom the values ot 
spatial velocity measured by variation II of the tube 
method. 
/ 1 
J~·igure tE-25) shows a comparison of the values of 
burning velocities obtained from variation III anct IV 
of the tube method. uurve A was obtained from vaxiation 
IV and s11ov1s the e.1·1:ect of an or11·ice placed in the igni-
tion end oi the tu·be ,vi th the upstream enu 01· the tube 
closed. As was aiia:liea. previous.Ly, the ori1·1ce in ·lihe ig-
nition end caused an increase in spatial velocity oecause 
of hot gas pis·lion e1·1·ect -out, even v1i th the i11creu"sed 
spatiial veloci -cy, i.;l1e ~Durning ve.Loci ... c;:y- cu:cve~ for var1a'tion 
III ana 1.v shoula. be i;ne same. The reason var·ia tion l V 
shows a slightly higher burning ve1oc1~y is oecause iaie 
same flame sur1·a.ce ai·t:a \11as u~ect in oo·ch ca..lctUa~i;ions, ann 
the va.J .. t1e fo1~ .. tl1e t111bt1.rned gas velocity \Vas assumed to be 
zero i11 1Joptl1 ~v·a1~ia~tions. The initial compression wave 
formed by the expansion of the burnt gases is much stronger 
when the ignition end contained ·the orifice then when the 
igni tio11 enc1 v,as lef·t openo This stro11ge1~ i11ciden-'c corn.pres-
sion \Vave in Val"'iation IV caused a higher value for the un-
-- bur11~·d gas ve.locity than that in variation III, and there-
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velocity in variation IVJ by this author- ana others (30), 
. 
who have used a similar variation is siightly in error. 
FigLu"Oe (E-26A). shows the values of burning ve.1ocity 
calculated from spatial velocities measured in variation. 
:.,· V of the tube method for butane. 
-..·:r..· 
·, 
Figure (E-26B) . shows the values of burning velocity 
calculated from spatial velocities measlired in variation 
VI of the tube method for N-Butane-air mixtures. 
Burning Velocity Determjnation. 
By ~he Burner Method 
I ·, 
As a result of the. authors: investigation into litera-
-
tu.re, the schlieren cone was chosen to be the surface to 
.. 
employ in determini~g burning velocities. The schlier~n 
' 
system and other equipment used in the burner method is. 
shown in figure (E--27) e The burner tube had an inside 
diameter of 5/16 inches. The schlieren image was photo-
graphed with Kodak ~uper XX panchromatic film at a shutter 
speed of 1/75 sec. ~ome ty-pical photographs obtained are 
sho\1/ll for propane-air mixtm· es in figures (E-33., E-3!) and 
butane-air mixtures in figure (E-35) • ~he burning veloci t-
ies were calculated by dividing the volume flow rate meas~ 
























formula used was a . 
• • . • 1 
' \ 
lb. volume now rate 
ff r h 7 COS.CM. 
·where Vb,. burning velocity 
J 
r a radius o:f the base of the cone 
h = height o:f the cone 
C< .. the ltiichaelson angle 
\ 86. 
The results of the burning velocity calculations for 
propane-air mixtures s.re sl1ovm in figt1.re (E-28) • The 
results for ·tl1e b11r.aing veloci·l;y calcttlatio11s for the 
· butane-air 1nixttu"es are shorm i:t1 figt.i.re (E-29). There was 
some difficulty in obtaining the values for the burning 
velocity of very lean mixtures of butane and air, because 
the flame tended to blow off the burner tube. The rich 
. 
mixtures niay have been diluted by the surrounding air, and 
what v1as 1,')ecorded as a rich mixture v1as actually a leaner. 
mixture than recorded. ~o sets of points v1eI'e 1~ecorded 
for the richer mixtures. The set of poi11-Gs shovi:t1 2 .. t approx-
ima.1cely 3 o 755'i Butane v1ouJ.d agree vii th those obtained by the 
tube method. 
Comparison of Results 
l'igure~(E-30) shows a comparison of results of 
burning velocities for propane-air mixtures obtained in 
variatio11 V of tl1e, tube method, and tl1e bttr11er method by 
this a~u·thor v1i·th those obtained by otl1er investigators. 
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(curve D 0£ £igure E-30) is 40 cm per second at 4.05~ 
, 
propa-11e as compaxe_d to 36.5 cm per second at 4.25,f, pro-
' 
pane obtained by the tube method (curveE). l!Tom this 
figure it is also seen that the va~ues obtained by this 
author. by the burner method are higher than those ob-
tained by Gerstein, Levine and, r1ong.: and :fall . between 
the values obtain~d by the other investigators (1,5,57): 
who hav:e used a variation of the burner 1nethod. l t is 
seen that the values obtained by this author by the vari-
ations of the tube method agree very well with those ob-
tained by Broeze who used the burner method. From a 
study of the results shown in figure (E-30), it is evident 
that the results obtained by th:i,s author compare favorably 
with results obtained by other investigators. 
This author feels that the burning velocities obtain-
ed by the burner method are closer in value to the actual 
burning velocities than those obtained by the variations 
of the .. ttlbe metl1od. ~~ 
J!'igure (E-31) shows a colllparison 01· burning velociti-
,\ I 
es obtained from variations of the tube method with those 
obtained by the burner method for N-Butane-air mixtures. 
It can be seen that variation VI of the tube method 
(curve .t.:). and the burner method using the total schlieren 
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v.elocity although the maximum value for burning·velocity 
is obtained at a leaner mixture in the burner method. 
Variation I ( curve 1-1.); alld. variation ·,f ( curve D) . yield 
-
. a lower vaiue ~or bt@ing ve.,.ocity than variation VI or 
the bt1Xner method. Variations r, V, and VI yield the 
-
maximum value of burning veJ.ocity ett appro:icimately 3.38% 
N-Bmane. Variation ·vr, and the burner metl1od yield 
slightly 11igher valt:tes :for bt1.rni11g velocity than those 
obtained by Gerstein, Levine,and wong t27J. This author 
feels .. that the results obtained by variation VI of the 
tube method are :probably the true results. 
CWCLUSIONS 
When an orifice is
1 
used 1n the ign.1 tion end of the 
name tube and the upstream end of the tube is closed,. 
such as the method develgped by Gaenoehe ( 30 Jr, there is. 
an increase in the spatial velocit:y- caused by ~~11e res-
triction 0£ the flov1 of· the e:x:panded bur11t ga .. ses from the 
tube, but because of tl1e incident compression waves, 1·orm-
ed as a result of the hot gas piston ef:fect, which accel-
erates the gas pa1'l·ticles in the clirection of the 1J1~opaga-
tion of the head of ·tl1e r1ave and tbe in-teraction of the 
reflected compression waves, the assumption. of a.zero 
. ,
r ' 
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' 
value tor the unburned·gas velocity may not be valid. It 
this method is to be used ·accurately, there should be. 
developed a method by which unburned g~s velocity can be 
measured. 
1•he author observed that in variations of the tube . 
. 
method simila1" to those developed by Guenoche ( 30) 
(orifice ignition end and c~osed upstream end) and 
~ '· 
. ooward and lia.r·tv1ell ( 8). { open ig11i tion end and closed 
upstream end) flame propagation was not uniform through-
out the entire length o~ the tube but only over a small 
portion. The tube method developed by Gerstein, Levine, 
and Wong ( 'Z7) .1 with an orif.ice in the ignition end and an 
ori~ice in tne upstream end gave uniform propagation for 
a longer periocl of time tha .. n variations deve.1oped by 
{rue11oche \ 30) or liov1axd. and nartwell t 8). Variation VI 
of tl1e ~Gt:tbe me~c11od 1:01-0 1,r=,11utane-air mixture which was. 
suggested by ur. Owczarek, and developed by this author, 
gave uniform propagation of the flame front throughout 
the e11tire lengtl1 of the flame tube. 
the author observed that all variations of the tube 
method except variation ·VI for ?1-Butane, yield lower values 
for t11e bt1rning velocity t1.1an ·tl1ose obtained by tl1e burner 
method using the schlieren cone. Variation V-l, wnicb 
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II 
tu'be to damp out reflected waves, yielded values of burn-
ing velocity which agreed with those obtained by the burn-
er method. 
on the basis 9f his experiments, and information on 
the thoretical values calculated t·or burning velocities 
- -
o:f .l:Topane and N-Butane air mix·cures, and also" published 
11~erature on the experimental determined values of ourn-
ing velocity, the author feels that there is excellent 
agreem.dnt in the values i·or ourning ve1.ocity obtained by 
the burner method utilizing the scbJ.ieren cone and those 
obtained by variation VI of the tube method, and ~hat 
these two methods yield the tnue values of burning veloci-
ties. 
. : -~-. 
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3.S ~ 1 .. s 
" PROPANE 
1;27 CM OOIFICE IGNITION END 
.238 Cltf OhIFICE UPSTREAM END 
OBSERVATION POINT AT 3/4 TU.HE 
LErJGTH FROf·il IGNITION POINT 
3.4 OM ID TUBE 
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3.S- '1 s 
· 'I, PR OP ANE 
OPEN IGNITION END (NO <EIFICE USED) CLOSED UPSTREAM END 
OBSERVATI01l POINT AT 1/4 TUBE 
LEtIGTii FROJi! POiliT OF IGNITION 
3.4 011 ID TUBE 
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! :, Biography 
/ 
Arthur R. DiNicolantonio was bor,n\ May 21, 1941, to 
!Catherine and Pasquale DiNicolantonio in Atlantic City, , 
New Jerseye He attended Holy Spirit High ~chool in 
Atla~tic Uityo He gTaduated high school in 1959 as 
Valedictorian of his class. While in high school he 
received many science a1.vards' among these ·v:ere' sthe 
Medical ,3ociety award, Roundtable of Science awards, 
~usch c:t11d Lomb ~cience av,ard and the .American Chemical 
Society e .. \vard. 
He attended Villanova University .from 1959 to 1963. 
In his Junior year he was awarded a Boeing ~cholarship. 
He gTaduated first il1 l1is class oi\ Tuiechanical J!ingineers. 
While at Villanova, he was elected to Tau Beta Pi Honor 
.. 
lraterni ty in his Junior yea:r. Upon graduation, he 
worked for DuP011t at the Engi~eeri11g Developme11 .. t Labora-
tory as an e11gi11eer o Vlhile v101~1~i11g at DuPont, he took 





Teclmology. In 1964 he attended Lehigl1 Universi~ty .on a . 
National Science ]'ounda tion Trainee ship to work toward 
his MasteBs 1 Degree. 
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